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Izvorni znanstveni rad
This paper is an update to the Croatian part of Mirnik’s Coin Hoards in 
Yugoslavia (CHY).
It is divided into 3 parts. The first part discusses newly discovered hoards. 
The second discusses potential hoards, while the third part provides infor-
mation on hoards listed in the CHY that were discussed by other authors 
following its publication.
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It has been thirty years since BAR published »Coin Hoards in Yugoslavia« by Ivan 
Mirnik. The CHY is the first synthesis covering such a wide geographical area, the area of a 
state that does not exist any more, discussing coin hoards from the first appearance of money 
to the mid-19th century. In the meantime, a considerable number of new hoards have been 
found, while those enumerated by Mirnik have often been discussed. The data presented here 
were obtained from various sources, mostly from archaeological and numismatic literature, 
but also from archive files and newspaper articles, and through personal communication. The 
initial idea, which was to cover at least three constituent republics of the former federation 
(now independent states), proved to be a little too optimistic, and it has been reduced to a more 
manageable task. This paper is intended to represent an update on the CHY for Croatia only, 
and it is hoped that in the future it will be continuously updated with new data. The methodol-
ogy used here is, for the most part, taken over from the CHY, with minor modifications where 
required.
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The paper consists of three main parts: the first part discusses the hoards discovered 
after the CHY was published; the second part discusses potential hoards, that is, those that can-
not be placed in a chronological context, or about which there is insufficient information, or 
which are unidentifiable by other criteria. The third part discusses the hoards that were listed 
in the CHY but have subsequently been discussed by other authors, or some new information 
concerning them has been discovered, and they are presented with an updated bibliography.
The newly discovered Greek and Roman hoards are schematically displayed 
in the following way:
Site, date of find.
tpq/taq (terminus post quem/terminus ante quem); metal (no. of coins), denomination (no. of 
coins).
State or region: type of coins or ruler (no. of coins and type of denomination; for more than 3 
denominations, small letters mark each denomination (noted above) beside the number).
Mint or mints: mint (no. of coins).
Disposition (no. of coins). 
Bibliography.
The mediaeval, early modern and modern hoards are displayed somewhat differently:  
Site, date of find.
tpq/taq year; metal (no. of coins), denomination (no. of coins).
Empire or Kingdom; Kingdom (as a part of the Empire)/Region/State/City (Mint): Ruler – 
year (no.of coins, abbreviation for the denomination if required).
Disposition: Place of keeping (no. of coins). 
Bibliography.
When a description of a hoard deviates from the scheme and/or certain information are 
missing, that is because it is lacking or nonexistent. I hope that this supplement/update will 
make a useful contribution to the future research of coin hoards. I intentionally chose this vol-
ume of Vjesnik for publishing this paper since I want to dedicate it to my dear mentor, advisor 
and colleague Ivan Mirnik.
5th - 3rd century BC
1. Dalmatia, before 1926.
tpq 200 BC; AR (+102); Denarius (?).
Roman Republican: Anonymous dioscuric (RRC 44.5; 46.1; 52; 53.2 (6)) (9), Caduceus (RRC 
60.1a) (1), C.Alius (RRC 75.1b) (1), Branch (RRC 76.1a) (2), Club (RRC 89.2) (2), Stick (RRC 
106.3c) (3), C (RRC 107.1c) (2), Knife (RRC 109.1) (1), Wreath (RRC 110.1a) (1)  QLC-Q. 
Lutatius Catulus or Cerco (RRC 125.1) (2).
Mints: Roma (8), central Italy (1), Sicily (3), Southeast Italy (2), Etruria? (4), Inc. (5).
Disposition: AMS (23), dispersed (+79).
Bonačić Mandinić 1987: 15-19; 2006a: 10.
2. Nin, Zadar, 1913.
tpq 4th c. BC; AE (24).
Greek (Insulae Illyriae): Heracleia (24).
Disposition: Formerly of AMZd (24).
Unpublished.1
1  FND AMZ, s.v.; Old inventory book of AMZd, no. 1061.
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3. Starigrad ?, Hvar, Split, before 1979.
tpq 350; AE (+12).
Greek  (Corinthia): Corinth.
 (Sicilia): Siracusae: Dionisius I.2
Disposition: Dominican monastery, Starigrad (12).
dukat – Mirnik 1979a: 5-6.
4. Pasičina, Gradac, Metković, 1908.
tpq end of 3rd c. BC; AE (approx. 540).
Greek (Illyria): Ballaeus (approx. 540).3
Disposition: AMS (360).
Bulić 1908: 187; 1910: 112; Garašanin 1967: 114;4 Marović 1988a: 82; Bonačić 
Mandinić 1994-1996: 178; Ujes 2001: 341 (no. 47).
2nd century BC
5. Josipovac – Selište, 2008. 
tpq 2nd c. BC; AR (5); pot find (kantharos); Tetradrachm (5).
Celtic (Pannonia): Eastern Type? (5). 
Disposition: FFZg?/ MSO? (5 + pot).
Filipec – karneluti 2009: 29; Filipec et al. 2009: 67.
6. Split (Splitsko polje), 1826.
tpq 3rd/2nd c. BC; AE (10).
Greek (Insulae Illyriae): Pharos (10).
Disposition: MNM (10).
Bonačić Mandinić 2000: 255-267; Bonačić Mandinić – Göricke-lukić 2010: 
177, 178.
1st century BC
7. Balina Glavica, before 1998.5
tpq 2nd ½ of 1st c. BC; AR, AE (+8); Tetradrachm (4), AE (4).
Celtic (Pannonia) Kapos type (4), (Noricum) Đurđevac type (4).
Disposition: GM Drniš (8).
Zaninović 2001: 61; Kos 2002: 147-150.
8. Croatia, before 1915. 
tpq 3rd c. BC; AV (10), Stater (10).
Greek, Barbarian ?; Alexander III type (10).
Disposition: AMZ (10). 
Gohl 1922-1923: 6; vasić – popović – Gaj-popović 1975: 20 (n. 16).6
2  FND AMZ, s.v.
3 Bonačić Mandinić 1994-1996 is mentioning 469 coins.
4  Wrongly attributed to Vid/Narona site, cf. Marović 1988a: 82.
5  The person who brought the hoard to the museum claimed that the coins had been found by his grandfather, so 
there is a possibility that this hoard was found much earlier than stated.
6  A hoard of staters (approx. 10) of Alexander III from Croatia (Plavšić coll.) is mentioned in Gohl 1922-1923: 6 
(not from Zagreb, as in vasić – popović – Gaj-popović 1975: 20 n. 16). The AMZ currently holds 28 staters of Al-
exander III (three of them are barbarian immitations) from the Plavšić coll., but no find site is indicated for them.
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9. Krndija, Đakovo, 1989.
tpq 12-11 BC;7 AR (10); Denarius (10).
Roman Republican: C. Renius (RRC 231.1) (1), P. Nerva (RRC 292.1) (1), Q. Thermus (RRC 
319.1) (1), C. Naevius Balbus (RRC 382.1) (1), C. Piso L. F. Frugi (RRC 408) (1), L. Marcius 
Philippus (RRC 293.1) (1), P. Clodius M. F. Turrinus (RRC 494.23) (1), I. Caesar (RRC 443.1) 
(1). Octavian (RRC 497.2b or 2d) (1).
Roman Imperial: Augustus (1).
Disposition: private collection (10).
Gardaš 1990: 6-9; Bilić 2012a: 371, 372;  2012b (footnote 2).
10. Nin (Aenona), 1968.
tpq 14 - 12 BC; AR (94); Denarius (94).
Roman Republican: Anonymous (RRC 165.1a) (1), C. Iunius C.F. (RRC 210.1) (1), C. Serveil-
ius M.f.  (RRC 239.1) (1), Appius Claudius Pulcher; Titus Mallius (RRC 299.1a) (2), L. Mem-
mius (RRC 304.1) (1), Lucius A. Saturninus (RRC 317.38) (1), D. Junius L.f. Silanus (RRC 
337.3) (2), C. Calpurnius Piso L.f. Frugi (RRC 340.1) (4), L. Titurius L.f. Sabinus (RRC 344.2c; 
344.3) (3), L. Rubrius Dossenus (RRC 348.2) (1), C. Gargonius/ Ogulnius/ M. Vergilius (RRC 
350.A2) (5), L. Julius Bursio (RRC 352.1a) (2), C. Marcius Censorinus (RRC 363.1d) (1), M. 
Caecilius Q.f.Q.n. Metellus (RRC 369.1) (1), L. Procilius F (RRC 379.1; 379.2) (2), L. Papius 
(RRC 384.1) (1), L. Cassius Q.F.(RRC 386.1) (1), L. Farsuleius Mensor (RRC 392.1a) (1), 
Manlius Aquillius Mn. F .Mn.N (RRC 401.1) (1), C. Hosidius C.f. Geta (RRC 407.1) (1), Q. 
Pomponius Musa (RRC 410.5 ; 410.7b) (1), L. Aemilius Paullus Lepidus (RRC 415.1) (2), C. 
M. Nonius Sufenas (RRC 421.1) (1), M. Aurelius Scaurus/ P. Plautius Hypsaeus (RRC 442.1b) 
(2), L. Marcius Q.f.Q.n. Philippus (RRC 425.1) (3), Faustus Cornelius Sulla (RRC 426.1) 
(1), Q. Cassius Longinus (RRC 428.2) (1), Q. Pompeius Rufus (RRC 434.2) (1), M. Acilius 
Glabrio (RRC 422.1a) (3), C. Julius C.f.C.n. Caesar (RRC 443.1) (6), C. Vibius C.f.c.n. Pansa 
Caetronianus (RRC 449.1a) (1), D. Junius Brutus Albinus (RRC 450.2) (1), C. Iulius Caesar 
(RRC 452.2) (1), Mn. Cordius Rufus (RRC 463.1a) (2), C. Considius Paetus (RRC 465.2a ; 
465.3) (2), C. Iulius Caesar (RRC 467.1a) (2), C. Julius C.f.C.n. Caesar/ M. Mettius (RRC 
480.17) (1), C. Vibius Varus (RRC 494.36 ; 494.38) (3), C. Julius C.f.C.n. Caesar (RRC 518.2) 
(1), M. Antonius (RRC 544.15 (2) ; 544.16 ; 544.17 ; 544.19 ; 544.22 ; 544. 23 ; 544.32 ; 
544.39 ; 545.2) (10).
Roman Imperial: Augustus (18).
Mints: Roma (59), mint moving with M. Antonius (10), Eastern mints (2), Africa (2), Gaul 
(4), Lugdunum (2), Colonia Patricia (11), Caesaroaugusta (1).
Disposition: AMZd (94).
Batović 1968: 39; ilakovac – Mirnik 1984: 25-28, Pl. 4-8. 
11. Odra Sisačka, Sisak, 1980.8
tpq 1st c. BC; AR (72), »4 types of drachm«.
Greek: Dyrrachium and Nikomedia imitations (72)
Disposition: GM Sisak (72).
Burkowsky 1983: (4), (7)-(8); 2004: 29-30, 74 (cat. no. 131-133); 2008: 18, 26 (cat. no. 2-4). 
7  Although the author (Gardaš 1990) is »certain« that tpq is connected with the Batons uprising  (6-9 A.D.), evi-
dence for such date determination is lacking, so I am presenting the time of minting of the last issue as tpq.( RIC 
I2.178a dif.). 
8  FND AMZ, s.v.
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12. Oroliška Gradina, Orolik, 1987.
tpq ca. 90/80-50/40 BC; AR (40), pot burial.
Celtic: Srijem type (phase B or sub-type Krčedin-Şimian) (19).
Greek (Illyria): Apollonia and Dyrrachium (23).
Disposition: dispersed.
Ujes 2001: 344 (no. 69); Ujes-MorGan 2012: 376-378, 380 (no. 6).
13. Pokupsko, Velika Gorica, 1991.
tpq 1st c. BC; AR (8), Tetradrachm (8).
Celtic (Noricum): Samobor A type (3), Samobor B type (3), Đurđevac type (2).
Disposition: AMZ (8).
Mirnik 1998: 485-489.
14. Selca, Supetar, Brač, ca.1899.
tpq  32-31 BC; AR (+8), Denarius (7), Quinarus (1).
Roman Republican: C. Antesti (RRC 238.1) (1). 
D. Silanvs. L. F (RRC 337.3) (1).
C. Poblici. Q. F (RRC 380.1) (1).
M. Cato.Pro. Pr (RRC 462.2) (1 quin.).
M. Anton, C. Caesar (RRC 529.4b) (1 quin.).
Leg ? (RRC 544) (1).
Leg II (RRC 544.14) (1).  
Leg XXII (RRC 544.26) (1). 
Mints: Mint moving with Octavian (1), Mint moving with M. Antonius (3), Roma (3), 
Africa (1).
Disposition: AMS or dispersed (8).9
Bulić 1899: 12-13.
15. Sisak/Siscia, 1878.
tpq 46 BC; AR (+4), Denarius (3), Quinarius (1).
Roman Republican: C. Egnatulei C. F. Q (RRC 333.1) (1 quin.), Antonius Balbus, Q (RRC 
364.1a) (1 den.), L. Fvri Cn . F. Brocchi (RRC 414.1) (1 den.), T. Carisivs III. Vir (RRC 464. 
3a) (1 den.).10
Disposition: AMZ (4)
Unpublished.11    
16. Sveti Kajo, Solin, Split, 1965.
tpq 54 BC; AR (+191); Denarius, Quinarius (190+1).
Roman Republican: Anonymous (RRC 44.5; 197.1) (2), Staff and feather (RRC 130.1a), MA 
(RRC 172.1), L. Plautius Hypsaeus (RRC 134.1a) (1),Crescent (RRC 137.1), Cornucopiae 
(RRC 157.1), Furia (RRC 187.1), M. Atilius Saranus (RRC 214.1b) (1), C. Antestius (RRC 
219.1e) (1), C. Renius (RRC 231.1) (1), P. Aelius Paetus (RRC 233.1) (1), M. Baebius Q.f. 
Tampilus (RRC 236.1) (1), L. Antestius Gragulus (RRC 238.1) (3), C. Serveilius M.f (RRC 
9  Gift of Petar Didolić from Selca.
10  I would like to thank T. Bilić for the determination of the coins.
11  FND AMZ, s.v.
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239.1) (1), M. Marcius Mn.f. (RRC 245.1) (1), M. Aburius Geminus (RRC 250.1) (1), M. Ope-
imus (RRC 254.1) (1), M. Vargunteius (RRC 257.1) (1), Q. Marcius Philippus (RRC 259.1) (2), 
C. Caecilius Metellus Caprarius (RRC 269.1) (1), C. Porcius Cato (RRC 274.1) (1), M. Tullius 
(RRC 280.1) (1), L. Licinius Crassus (RRC 282.4) (2), Cn. Domitius (RRC 285.1) (1), M. Ci-
pius M.f. (RRC 289.1) (1), C. Fonteius (RRC 290.1) (2), Mn. Aemilius Lepidus (RRC 291.1) 
(1), Cn. Cornelius Cn.f. Blasio (RRC 296.1h) (1), L. Caesi (RRC 298.1), A.Claudius Pulcher, 
T.  Mallius (or Maloleius) and Q. Urbinius (RRC 299.1a) (3), C. Claudius Ap.f.C.n. Pulcher 
(RRC 300.1) (1), L. Flaminius Cilo (RRC 302.1) (1), L. Memmius (RRC 304. 1) (1), M. Fontei 
(RRC 307.1a) (1), M. Herennius M.f. (RRC 308.1a (2); 308.1b) (3), L. Cornelius Scipio Asiati-
cus (RRC 311.1b; 311.1c; 311.1e) (3), C. Sulpicius C.f. (RRC 312.1) (1), Thorius Balbus (RRC 
316.1) (4), L. Iulius L.f.Sex.n. Caesar (RRC 320.1) (3), L. Cassius Caeicianus (RRC 321.1) (1), 
C. Fabius C.f. (RRC 322.1b) (1), L. Senti C.F.(RRC 325.1a) (1), C. Fundanius (RRC 326.1) (1), 
C. Publicius (RRC 335.1;335.10a) (2), A. Postumius S.f. Albinus (RRC 335.9) (2), D.Silanus 
(RRC 337.2c; 337.2f; 337.3 (5)) (7), L. Piso L.f. L.n. Frugi (RRC 340.1) (1), Q. Titius (RRC 
341.1 (2); 341.2; 341.3) (3+ 1 quin.), C. Vibius Pansa (RRC 342.3a; 342.5b (7)) (8), M. Porcius 
Cato (RRC 343.1a) (1), L. Titurius L.f. Sabinus (RRC 344.1a; 344.1c; 344.3 (2)) (4), Cn. Cor-
nelius Cn.f. Lentulus Clodianus (RRC 345.1) (2), C. Marcius Censorinus (RRC 346.1a; 346.2b 
(2)) (3), L. Rubrius Dossenus (RRC 348.1 (2); 348.2) (3), L. Iulius Bursio (RRC 350A.2 (3); 
352.1a (6); 352.1b) (10), Mn. Fonteius C.f. (RRC 353.1d) (1), P. Furius Crassipes (RRC 356.1a) 
(1), L. Cornelius L.f.P.n. Sulla Felix (RRC 359.2) (1), Q. Antonius Balbus (RRC 364.1d) (1), 
P. Crepusius (RRC 361.1b) (1), L. Marcius Censorinus (RRC 363.1c) (2), C. Valerius C.f.L.n. 
Flaccus (RRC 365.1a or 1b) (1), L. Manlius (RRC 367.5) (1), A. Postumius A.f.S.n. Albinus 
(RRC 372.2) (1), C.Metellus P. (RRC 374.1; 374.2) (2), C. Marius C.f. Capito (RRC 378.1a) 
(1), L. Procilius (RRC 379.1) (1), C. Poblicius Q.f.( RRC 380.1) (1),  C. Nevius Balbus (RRC 
382.1b) (5), T. Claudius (RRC 383.1) (5), L. Papius (RRC 384.1) (1), L. Cassius Longinus 
(RRC 386.1) (1),  G. Lentulus (RRC 393.1a) (2), C. Egnatius Cn.f.Cn.n. Maximus (RRC 391.3) 
(1), L. Farsuleius Mensor (RRC 392.1a; 392.1b) (2),C. Postumius (RRC 394.1a) (1),  Manlius 
Aquillius Mn.f.Mn.n  (RRC 401. 1) (1), M. Plaetorius M.f. Cestianus  (RRC 405.3b; 405.5; 
409.1; 409.2 (4)) (7), P. Galba (RRC 406.1) (2), C. Piso L.F.  Frugi (RRC 408.1b) (11), Pom-
ponius Musa (RRC 410.1; 410.9b) (2), Q. Lucius Manlius Torquatus (RRC 411.1b) (1), L. 
Roscius Fabatus (RRC 412.1) (1), L. Furius Cn.f. Brocchus (RRC 414.1) (3), L. Scribonius 
Libo (RRC 416.1a) (2), M. Aemilius Lepidus (RRC 419.1d) (1), P. Plautius Hypsaeus (RRC 
420.1b; 4120.2a (2)) (3), M. Aemilius Scaurus (RRC 422.1a; 422.1b (2)) (3), C. Servilius C.f. 
(RRC 423.1) (2), C. Considius Nonianus (RRC 424.1) (1), L. Marcius Philippus (RRC 425.1) 
(4), Q. Cassius Longinus (RRC 428.3) (1), P. Fonteius P.f Capito (RRC 429.1) (2), Quintus P. 
Rufus (RRC 434.2) (2). M. Junius Brutus (RRC 433.1) (1).
Mints: Hispania? (2), Massalia (1), Narbo (2), northern Italy (2), Roma (180), mint moving 
with Sulla (2), uncertain mint (2).
Disposition: Franciscan monastery, Sinj (163), Kraljević coll. (2), dispersed (26+?).
crawFord 1985: 325; Bonačić Mandinić 2002: 564-565, 578-590 (I), Pl. 226-239 (II).12
17. Sveti Petar, Orehovec, before 1980.13
tpq 1st century; pot burial; AR (+3); Tetradrachm (3).
Celtic (Pannonia): Kapos type (2).
Disposition: AMZ (2), misplaced (1), dispersed (?).
Bilić 2012a: 367, 368.
12  FND AMZ (s.v.) and Crawford (1985) refers to this hoard as the Blizna hoard.
13  In September of  2011 B. Migotti donated two Celtic tetradrachms to the AMZ; unfortunatelly, Mrs. Migotti has 
misplaced the third specimen from the same hoard once in her posession. The coins were part of a hoard burried 
in a pot. The person who found the hoard  gave the three coins to Mrs. Migotti while she was still an archaeology 
student. I take this oportunity to thank Mrs. Migotti for the donation and information she provided on this hoard.  I 
would also like to thank T. Bilić for the precise determination of the coins.
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18. Špišić Bukovica, Virovitica, ca. 1970.
tpq 1st century B.C.; AR (+12), Tetradrachm (12).
Celtic (Noricum): Đurđevac type ? (12).
Disposition: Lemaić coll. (Zagreb) (2), Keglević coll. (Mali Zdenci) (1).
Mirnik 1998: 487; Bilić 2012a: 364.
19. Vaganac, Perušić, Gospić, before 1896.
Roman Republican: Aquilia, Iulia, Tarsuleia, Vibia.
Disposition: AMZ (5), dispersed.
Unpublished.14
20. Valalta, Rovinj, before 1960.
tpq after 80. BC; AR (+70), Denarius (+70)
Roman Republican: RRC 215.1 (1), RRC 379.1 (1).
Mint: Roma (2).
Disposition: private coll. (2), dispersed (?).
FMRHr 2002: 257 (126/2).
21. Vukovar (ex ulica Ive Lole Ribara), 1973 (Spring).
tpq 1st c. BC; AR (approx.150).
Greek: Apollonia, Dyrrhachium.
Disposition: GM Vukovar (1); dispersed (?). 
Unpublished.15
1st century
22. Dalj, before 1924.16
tpq 98/99; AR (+2); Drachm/Denarius (2).
Roman Provincial: Domitianus (1), Traianus (1).
Mint: Lycia.
Disposition: AMZ (2), dispersed (?).
Bilić 2012a: 381 (no. 3).
23. Ostrovica, Benkovac, 1896.
tpq 79; AE (36).
Rome: August to Vespasian.
Disposition: MHAS (36).
patsch 1899: 517-518; petrinec 1998: 78; šeparović 1999b: 125.
24. Pula (Campus Martius), 1986.
tpq after 50; AR (6), AE (13), Grave find, Victoriatus (1), Quinarius (1), Denarius (2) As (8), 
Dupondius (1), inc. (6).
Roman Republican: RRC 53.1 (1 vic.), RRC 343.2 a-b (1 quin.), RRC 367.3 (1), RRC 434.2 
(1), inc.(2).
14   FND AMZ, s.v.
15  FND AMZ, s.v.; inv. no. 1324.
16  During the revision of the Benko Horvat collection, I. Mirnik found information on two coins from this hoard on 
the notes accompanying each coin. Those two coins were purchased by Horvat from Karl Nuber in 1924. I would 
like to thank I. Mirnik for this information.
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Roman Imperial: Augustus (2), Drusus under Tiberius (1 dp), Tiberius (4), Agrippa under 
Caius (2), Claudius I (2), Germanicus (1), Iulio –Claudian dinasty (1).
Disposition: AMI (20).
Matijašić 1991: 50; FMRHr 2002: 201 (no. 98/3).
25. Ždrijac (Nin), 1907.
tpq 14; AE (11), MB17 (As, Dupondius).
Roman Imperial: Augustus.
Disposition: Formerly of AMZd (11).
Unpublished.18
2nd century
26. Kaštela, before 1977.
tpq Antoninus Pius; AR (approx.100), Denarius (approx.100).
Roman Imperial: Antoninus Pius (mostly).
Disposition: f. Gabrić coll. (mostly), dispersed (?).
peGan 1986: 20.
27. Knin (Surroundings), ca.1961.
tpq 2nd c.; AR (approx.10), Denarius (approx.10).




tpq 119; AE (orichalcum) (6); Pot find (money box); Sestertius, Dupondius (5+1).
Roman Imperial: Traianus (5+0), Hadrianus (0+1).
Mint: Roma (6).
Disposition: MSO (6 + money box).
Göricke-lukić 1997: 99 (no. 3); 2001: 67-74; Bilić 2012a: 381 (no. 4).
29. Sisak ? (or surroundings), ?
tpq Reign of Marcus Aurelius; AR (+55), Denarius (+55).
Roman Republican: Marcus Antonius (7).
Roman Imperial: Otho (1), Vitellius (1), Vespasianus (11), Titus (1), Domitianus (2), Traianus 
(4), Antoninus Pius (9), Faustina I (6), Marcus Aurelius (8), Lucius Verus (3), Faustina II (3).
Disposition: GM Sisak (?).
Mirnik 1972: 29-30.
30. Strmica, Knin, 1956.
tpq 164; AE (approx.2500); Sestertius (316), Dupondius (43), As (18).
Roman Imperial: Galba (0+1+0), Vespasianus (8+2+1), Titus under Vespasianus (2+1+0), 
Domitianus under Vespasianus (0+0+1), Domitianus (18+3+1?), Nerva (7+0+0), Traianus (58+18 
(+1?)+1), Hadrianus (147+16+11), Sabina (2+0+1), Aelius (1+0+0), Antoninus Pius (50+6+2), 
Faustina I (14+0+2), M. Aurelius under A. Pius (6+0+0), Faustina II (2+0+1), Lucilla (?).
Roman Provincial: Philippopolis Thraciae: Antoninus Pius (1). Bithynia: Hadrianus (1).
17  Moyen Bronze = medium bronzes (As, Dupondius). 
18  FND AMZ, s.v.; Main (Old) inventory book of AMZd: no. 553. (The hoard was found on 6th November 1906).
19  LIB IIII in exergue (RIC III, 141).
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Disposition: collections (+400) = Bravničar coll. (?), Broz coll. (3), f. Gabrić coll. (3), 
Glasnović coll. (?), Kodić coll. (6) Lederer coll. (2), Meixner coll. (3), Nedeljković coll. (?), 
Pogačnik coll. (6), Prokeš coll. (2), Rebić coll. (1), Šporn coll. (?), Varda coll. (2), Zmajić 
(2) Narodni Muzej Ljubljana (3), NMBg (?), Muzej Kosova (34), Muzej Grada Šibenika (?), 
dispersed (?).
peGan 1986: 4-32.
31. Sveta Marija na Muri, Čakovec, 1966.
tpq 157; AR (+5); Denarius (5).
Roman Imperial: Titus (1), Domitianus (1), Hadrianus (1), Faustina II (1), M. Aurelius under 
A. Pius (1).
Mint: Roma (5).
Disposition: GM Varaždin (5), dispersed (?).
toMičić 1985: 87-96; kovačić 2005: 4.20
3rd century
32. Draganić,21 Karlovac, 1897.
tpq 255/256; AE (+5); Sestertius (4), As (1).




33. Garčin II, Slavonski brod, 1968.
tpq 258; AR, Billon; Antoninianus (51).
Roman Imperial: Gordianus III (7), Philippus I (6), O. Severa (2), T. Decius (4), H. Etruscilla 
 (1), H. Etruscus (1), T. Gallus (3), Volusianus (3), Valerianus I (14),
Gallienus (5), Salonina (2), Valerianus II (3).
Mints: Antiochia (5), Cyzicus (5), Roma (25), Viminacium (13).
Disposition: MBP (51).
Demo 1982: 265, 271, 276, 295, 299, 362, 363, 312, 406 – 408; Mirnik 1983a: 
76; nađ 2012: 403 (no. 12).
34. Gornje Taborište, Pokupsko, Karlovac, before 2007.
tpq 270; AR (34), Antoninianus (34)
Roman Imperial: Iulia Domna (1), Gordianus III (6), Philippus I (3), Philippus II as caesar (2), 
Philippus II as august (1), Traianus Decius (5), Volusianus (3), Aemilianus (1), Valerianus (5), 
Gallienus (4), Saloninus (1), Salonina (1), Claudius II (1). 
Mints: Roma (27), Mediolanum (3), Antiochia (2), Lugdunum (1), Siscia (1).
Disposition: AMZ (34).
Bilić 2008: 289-309.
20  FND AMZ, s.v.; Inv.no. 339-343 (GM Varaždin); land register no. 129 (owner Filip Kranjec).
21  During revision of the Benko Horvat collection, I. Mirnik found information on the 5 coins belonging to this 
hoard on the notes under each coin. I would like to thank I. Mirnik for this information.
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35. Istria?, before 1894.
tpq 297; AE (44).
Roman Provincial: Vespasianus (1), Hadrianus (1), Maximinus Thrax (2), Philippus I (1), 
Gallienus (2), Salonina (2), Claudius II (3), Aurelianus/Vaballathus (2), Tacitus (1), Probus 




36. Lukačev dolac/Kamarice, Glavičine, Tugare, before 1990.
tpq 3rd c.; pot burial; 83 coins.
Roman Imperial: (83).
Disposition: AMS (38 + pot).
DelonGa 2007: 417. 
37. Osijek, 1982.
tpq 267/268; AR (several hundred, +98); Denarius (1), Antoninianus (97).
Roman Imperial: Elagabalus (1 den.), Gordianus III (13), Philippus I (13), Philippus II (1),
Traianus Decius (4), Etruscilla (2), Herennius Etruscus (1), Trebonianus, Gallus (9), Volu-
sianus (9), Valerianus I (5), Gallienus (19), Salonina (8), Valerianus II (3).
Mints: Roma (67), Mediolanum (12), Antiochia (19).
Disposition: MSO (98), dispersed (?).
Göricke-lukić 1993: 93-102; 1997: 100 (no. 5); nađ 2012: 404 (no. 26).24
38. Petrijanec, Varaždin, 2005.
tpq 294; AE/AR (27735); Wooden vessel (»barrel«) burial; Antoninianus (mostly), Nummus 
(?) + 3 silver plates.
Roman imperial: Gallienus (76), Salonina (6), Macrianus (1), Claudius II (52), Aurelianus
(1382), Severina (351), Tacitus (870), Florianus (151), Probus (10567),
Carus (829), Magnia Urbica (99), Numerianus (985), Carinus (1616),
Iulianus I (5), Diocletianus (4279), Maximianus (2851), Constantius I
Chlorus (48), Galerius (14), Inconclusive or corroded (3534).
Mints: Inconclusive.
Disposition: GM Varaždin (27735).
šiša-vivek 2006: 132-133; šiša-vivek – leleković – kalaFatić 2005: 231-245; MarGetić 
2008: 5-7; nađ 2012: 405, 411 (no. 32).
39. Požega?,25 after 1839.
tpq 282; AE, AR (+93).
Roman Imperial: Valerianus I (1), Gallienus (54), Salonina (7), Claudius II (26), Quintillus 
(2), Aurelianus (2), Probus (1).
Disposition: Franciscan monastery, Požega (93).
turković 1898: 234;26 MarGetić – MarGetić 2005: 26.27
22  Formerly of  Rijeka museum.
23  FND AMZ, s.v. (no. 175a).
24  nađ 2012: 404,  note 97 is incorrect: Lukić 1996 instead of Göricke-Lukić 1993: 93-102.
25  In the FND AMZ, this is entered under »?Požeška Kotlina«.
26  »It can be noticed that a large number of coins are attributed to Gallienus, which are presumably from some 
unidentified hoard« (turković 1898: 234); author’s translation.
27  There is no information where this hoard was found, but there is a possibility that it was found in the area; de-
tailed information provided by FND AMZ (s.v.).
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40. Rovinj (surroundings), 1999.
tpq 276; AE (+1); Antoninianus  (+1).
Roman Imperial: Tacitus (1).
Mint: Roma.
Disposition: AMZ (1), dispersed (?).
DUKat 2003: 499-502.
41. Sisak, before 1930 (March).
tpq 270; AV (+1), Aureus (1).
Roman Imperial: Quintillus (1).
Disposition: Jameson coll.(1).
jameson 1913: 108, 520; laFaurie 1958: 86.
42. Sisak (the Kupa river), before 1980.
tpq 274; AR/AE (+58), Antoninianus (58).
Roman Imperial: Gallienus (39), Salonina (4), Claudius II (15).
Disposition: GM Sisak (58).
Unpublished.28
43. Sisak, 1990.
tpq 274; AE (41), Pot find (money box), Antoninianus (41).
Roman Imperial: Gallienus (11), Claudius II (14), Quintillus (Divo Claudio) (6), Tetricus I 
(9), reminted (1).
Disposition: GM Sisak (41 + money box).
dukat – šarić 1996: 97-110; nađ 2012: 406 (no. 42).
44. Sisak? (or surroundings), ?
tpq 251; AR (+140), Denarius (?), Antoninianus (?).
Roman Imperial: Domitianus (1), Vespasianus (2), Traianus (1), Hadrianus (3), Antoninus 
Pius (2), Marcus Aurelius (4), Septimius Severus (35), Iulia Domna (15), Caracalla (12), Geta 
(6), Elagabalus (15), Iulia Paula (1), Alexander Severus (23), Iulia Mamaea (1), Maximinus I 
Thrax (6), Gordianus III (7), Philippus I (3), Otacilia Severa (1), Traianus Decius (1).
Disposition: GM Sisak (139).
Unpublished.29
45. Slavonia?, ? 
tpq 255; AE (a relatively large quantity).
Roman Provincial: Viminacium coins.
Disposition: Franciscan monastery, Požega (all).
MarGetić – MarGetić 2005: 27.30
46. Slavonski Brod?, ?
tpq 268; AR (+215), Antoniniani.
Roman Imperial: Gordianus III (85), Philippus I (46), Philippus II (11), Traianus Decius (16),
Trebonianus Gallus (16), Volusianus (10), Valerianus (18), Gallienus (13).
Disposition: MBP, ex coll. Hoffmann (215).
Unpublished.31
28  FND AMZ , s.v.
29  FND AMZ, s.v.
30  » …we suggest that a relatively large and homogeneous group of Viminacium coins also comes from an un-
known hoard« (MarGetić – MarGetić 2005: 27); author’s translation. 
31  FND AMZ s.v.
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47. Slavonski Šamac (»Luka« cay),32 Slavonski Brod, 1968 (15 July).
tpq 282; AE (+59), Antoninianus (59).
Roman Imperial: Aurelianus (?), Probus (?).
Disposition: MPB, ex coll. Hoffmann (59).
Unpublished.33
48. Slavonski Šamac,34 Slavonski Brod, 1969.
tpq 282; AR/AE (+17), pot find, Antoninianus (+17).
Roman Imperial: Claudius – Probus (?).
Disposition: MPB (17).
Unpublished.35
49. Solin (Amphitheatre), 1850.
tpq 212; AR, AE (73), Denarius, As, Drachm/Denarius (71+1+1).
Roman Republican: Marcus Antonius (1).
Roman Imperial: Galba (1), Vespasianus (2), Traianus (2), Hadrianus (7), Sabina (1), Antoni-
nus Pius (3), Faustina I (3), Marcus Aurelius (2), Commodus (4), Faustina II (2), Pertinax (1), 
Septimius Severus (34), Iula Domna (3), Geta  (6).
Roman Provincial: Lycia: Traianus (1).36
Mints: Mint moving with M. Anthony (1), Roma (71), Lycia (1).
Disposition: AMS (dispersed – Archive: (73)).37
Marović 1998: 289-304; 1994, 317.
50. Starigrad, Sokolovac, Lepavina, Koprivnica, before 1990.
tpq 3rd c.; Antoniniani? (+2).
Roman Imperial?: (+2).
Disposition: Private coll. (2).
Registar 1990: 131 (no. 493); Registar 1997: 195 (no. 718).38  
 
51. Štrbinci, Đakovo, before 1894/1895.
tpq 270; AE (15), Antoniniani? (15).
Roman Imperial: Claudius II (15).
Disposition: MSO (15).
Unpublished .39
52. Trilj (Most), Split, ca. 1975.
tpq first 1/3 of 4th c.; AE (approx. 40), Centenionalis/AE3? 
Roman Imperial: Constantinus I (?).
Disposition: GM Sinj (?).40
53. Viganj, Pelješac, before 2001.
tpq 270; AR/AE (+16), Antoninianus (16).
Roman Imperial: Gallienus (10), Salonina (2), Claudius II (3), Quintillus (1).
32  The hoard was found at a depth of approx. 2 metres during bulldozing.
33  FND AMZ, s.v.
34  Found during bulldozing.
35  FND AMZ, s.v.; this is possibly the same hoard as Slavonski Šamac - »Luka« cay.
36  SNG Hunt. 12, Pl. CXLV, no. 2069.
37  There is a possibility that coins from the hoard are mixed with the rest of the Roman coins from the collection.
38  The hoard was found by P. Rakuša.
39  FND AMZ, s.v.
40  FND AMZ, s.v.
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Mints: Roma (10), Roma or Siscia (1), Siscia (4), Inc (1). 
Disposition: Private collection (16), dispersed (?).
šeparović 2001: 541-553.
54. Vinkovci, 2009.
tpq 2nd ½  of 3rd c.; AR (+1279). 
Roman Imperial: (1279).
Disposition: GM Vinkovci (1279), dispersed (?).
rapan-papeša – vulić 2010: 62.41
55. Vis, 2005.
tpq 243; AR (78), Denarius (75), Antoninianus (3).
Roman Imperial: Antoninus Pius (1), Lucius Verus (1), Commodus (1), Septimius Severus 
(20), Iulia Domna (6), Caracalla (23+0), Plautilla (1+0), Geta (7+0), Macrinus (2+0), Elaga-




čarGo 2006: 352-353; 2006a: 171-194; 2007: 396; čarGo – Miše – tresić-pavičić 2010: 273.
56. Zbelava, Varaždin, 1994.
tpq 282; AE silvered (2586), Antoninianus (2586).
Roman Imperial: Gallienus (24), Salonina (5), Claudius II (13), Commemorative (Divo  
Claudio?) (5), Aurelianus (1564), Severina (43), Tacitus (240), Florianus (122), Probus (532), 
Inc. (19).
Mints: Antiochia (2), Cyzicus (32), Lugdunum (6), Mediolanum (100), Roma (292), Serdica 
(24), Siscia (1353), Ticinum (330), Tripolis (3), Inc. (405).
Disposition: GM Varaždin (2567), Private coll. (19).
težak 2010: 531-544; nađ 2012: 407 (no. 49).
57. »Ex coll. Ivanac«, before 1939.42
tpq 260; AR, Billon; Antoninianus (40).
Roman Imperial: Gordianus III (3), T. Decius (1), T. Gallus (3), Volusianus (2), Valerianus I 
(16), Gallienus (2), Salonina (8), Valerianus II (4), Postumus (1).
Mints: Antiochia (6), Colonia Agrippinensis (3), Cyzicus (1), Roma (30).
Disposition: AMZ (40).
Demo 1982: 370, 371, 437-439, Pl. 13-14.
4th century
58. Adriatic sea,43 1962, (May 22)
tpq 1st ½ of 4th c.; AE (9), in Amphorae, Antoninianus, Nummus?
Roman Imperial: Tacitus (1), Carinus (1), Diocletianus (4), Galerius (1), Constantinus (1).
Mints: Aquileia, Siscia, Inc.
Disposition: AMZd (9).
Gorini 1985: 534
41  »During the unreported utility works on the construction of the main water supply, a hoard of Roman silver 
coins from the second half of the third century was accidentally discovered« (rapan-papeša – vulić 2010: 62; 
author’s translation).
42  AMZ Archive.
43  44°18’10”, 14°52’20”, depth 64 m; found by Lovro Katić from Kali, captain of the boat »Oslić« (FND AMZ, s.v.).
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59. Banjole, Pula, 1959.
tpq 367-375; AE (43), AE 3 (mostly).
Roman Imperial: Constantinus I (1), Constantius II (11), Iulianus II (1), Valentinianus I (12), 
Valens (17), Gratianus (1).
Mints: Siscia (14), Thessalonica (5), Aquileia (3), Sirmium (3), Cyzicus (2), Antiochia (1), 
Nicomedia (1), Inc. (20).
Disposition: AMI (43).
Matijašić 1985: 230-233; FMRHr 2002: 108-111 (no. 69/2).
60. Bjelovar, 2006.
tpq Constantine tetrarchy, AE (3970), pot find, Nummus (?).
Roman Imperial: Maximinus II Daia (?), Licinius I (?), Constantinus I (?).
Mints: Nicomedia (?), Siscia (?).
Disposition: GM Bjelovar.
jakovljević 2006: 96-97; 2008: 57, 58; nađ 2012: 407 (no. 56).
61. Drvišica, Karlobag, ?44
tpq 4th c.; AE (+7).
Roman Imperial: (7).
Disposition: AMZ (7).
DUKat – Mirnik – neralić 1984: 42, 49. 
62. Gospin Otok, Solin, 1996.
tpq 348; AE (28), Centenionalis, AE3.
Roman Imperial: Constantinus II or Constantius II (11), Constans or Constantius II (4), Con-
stantius II ? (12), Inc. (1).
Mint: Siscia (2), Thessalonica (2), Nicomedia (1), Antiochia (1), Trier or Nicomedia (2), East-
ern Mints (3), Eastern Mints ? (11), Inc. (6).
Disposition: ?
katić 1997: 351; DUKat 1998: 125-128.
63. Ilok (Principovac), 1964.
tpq 340;45 AE (+5).
Roman Imperial: Constantinus I (2), Crispus (2), Constantius II (1).
Disposition: GM Vinkovci (5).
Unpublished.46  
64. Laganiši cave, Oprtalj, 2006.
tpq 392; AE (12), AE 3/4 – AE2 (12).
Roman Imperial: Constantinus I (1), Constantius II (5), Constans (1), Valentinianus I (1), 
Valens (1),Valentinianus II (1), Valentinianus II/Theodosius I/Gratianus /Magnus Maximus (1).
Mints:Ticinum (1), Roma (1), Cyzicus (1), Antiochia (1), Aquileia (4), Siscia (2), 
Thessalonica? (1), Aquileia /Thessalonica (1). 
Disposition: AMI (12).
koMšo 2007: 254; Bekić 2008: 21-28.47
44  Inv. no. G244; badly preserved.
45  Last issue of the Constantius II coins was provisionally taken as tpq; it is possible that tpq is somewhat earlier 
in his reign.  
46  FND AMZ, s.v.
47  There is posibillity that two coins of Constantius II (no. 1 and no. 12) do not belong to this hoard  (Bekić 2008: 21) . 
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65. Osijek (Topnička Vojarna/ Artillery barracks), before 1895.
tpq 378; AE (AR?) (40), Nummus, Centenionalis.
Roman Imperial: Diocletianus (2), Galerius (1), Constantinus I (9), Licinius I (4) 
Constantinopolis (1), Urbs Roma (2), Crispus (2), Constantinus II (3), Constantius II (6), Con-
stans (4), Valentinianus (6), Valens (6).
Disposition: MSO (40).
Unpublished.48
66. Peklenica, Mursko Središće, 1992.
tpq 383; AE (+615); AE3 – AE2/3 (615).
Roman Imperial: Constans (2), Constantius II (11), Iulianus II as caesar (1), Valentinianus I 
(80), Valens (105), Gratianus (17), Inc. (399).
Mints: Aquileia (31), Arleate (4), Antiochia (2), Constantinopolis (4), Cyzicus (2), Heraclea 
(1), Nicomedia (2), Roma (22), Siscia (83), Sirmium (1), Thessalonica (15), Inc. (448).
Disposition: MM (615), dispersed (?).
DUKat 1994: 133;49 Registar 1997: 257 (no. 1009); kovačić 2005: 8-25; Marciuš 2008-
2009: 5, 7.
67. Požega (surroundings), before 1895.
tpq 4th c.; AE (+24).
Roman Imperial: Constantinian dinasty (24).
Disposition: AMZ (24), dispersed (?).
Mirnik 1979: 86.




reisch 1905: 414; FMRHr 2002: 215 (no. 99/3).
69. Pula (Flavian street/Flavijska cesta), 1938.
tpq after 337; AE (9).
Roman Imperial: Traianus (1), Constantius II (1), inc. (7).
Disposition: dispersed.
MiraBella roBerti 1940: 233-264; FMRHr 2002: 215 (no. 99/4).
70. Radovin, Ražanac, Zadar, 1963 (December).
tpq 1st ½ of 4th c.;  AE (27).
Roman Imperial: Licinius (2), Constantinus I (17), Crispus (6), Constantius II (2).
Disposition: AMZd (27).
Unpublished.50
71. Senj, Rijeka, before 1902.
tpq:  1st ½ of the 4th c.51
Roman Imperial : Probus, Diocletianus and co.
Disposition: dispersed.
BMFr 1902: 2800; reGlinG 1904: 23.
48  FND AMZ, s.v.
49  Only one coin from this hoard is published in the exhibition catalogue (no. 204).
50  FND AMZ, s.v.
51  The tpq is determined as the last years of the reign of Diocletian’s co-rulers, so there is a posibility that it should 
actually be placed in the 3rd century.
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72. Sigetec, Drnje, Koprivnica, 1963 (February).
tpq Last third of 4th c.; AE (+11).
Roman Imperial: Constantinus II (2), Constantius II (3), Constans (3), Valens (2).
Disposition: GM Koprivnica (11).
Unpublished.52
73. Sisak (the Kupa river), 1912.53
tpq first ½ of 4th c.; Pb (7), imitations of Vota type AE3.
Disposition: AMZ (6), Kavazović coll. (1).
Mirnik 2009b: 291-309; Bilić 2012 (cat. no. 19).
74. Sisak, 1985.
tpq 358; AE (94), pouch find, Centenionalis, Ae3.
Roman imperial: Constans (2), Constantius Gallus (12), Constantius II (80).
Mints: Arleate (1), Roma (4), Aquileia (3), Siscia (71), Sirmium (3), Thessalonica (2), Hera-
clea (1), Nicomedia (1), Cyzicus (1), Alexandria (1), Inc. (6). 
Disposition: Šipuš collection (94).
šipuš 1987: 93-106.
75. Sisak,54 1989.
tpq 363, AE (235), Ae4 (235).
Roman imperial: Constantinus II (1), Constans (7), Constantius II (158), Constantius Gallus 
(1), Iulianus II as caesar (57), Iulianus II (9).
Mints: Arleate (4), Roma (44), Aquileia (20), Siscia (63), Sirmium (22), Thessalonica (6), 
Heraclea (7), Constantinopolis (8), Nicomedia (5), Cyzicus (18), Antiochia (12), Alexandria 
(4), Inc. (22).
Disposition: Šipuš collection (235).
šipuš 1995: 46-51; nađ 2012: 410 (no. 72).
76. Sisak, before 1995.
4th century roman hoard.
šipuš 1995: 49.55
77. Slavonia?, ?
tpq 363; AE (+316).
Roman Imperial: Constantinus II (1), Constantius II (236), Constans (5), Constantius Gallus 
(33), Iulianus II (41).
Mints: Roma (1), Siscia (88), Sirmium (108), Aquileia (13), Cyzicus (9), Heraclea (5), 
Nicomedia (7), Constantinople (11), Thessalonica (13), Antiochia (1), Inc. (63).
Disposition: MSO, ex coll. Eltz (316).
Unpublished.56
78. Solin, Split, 1880.
tpq: 4th c.; AE (approx. 12000), Pb specimens.
52  FND AMZ, s.v.; inv. no. (GM Koprivnica) 34-43.
53  One coin was found in 1925. This hoard was found together with Mirnik 1981, no. 85 and attributed to Pan-
nonian »barbaro-Celtic« mintage.
54  Near the so-called »Siscia mint«.
55  »There are at least three such hoards from the same site in the possession of private collectors from Sisak. The 
arrangements for publishing these hoards were interrupted by the war« (šipuš 1995: 49); author’s translation. 
Those hoards should be numbered as 76a, 76b, 76c.
56  FND AMZ, s.v.
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Roman Imperial: Constantinus I and Constantinian Dynasty (approx. 12000).
Disposition: dispersed.
BASD 3/1880: 54.57
79. Split (Gripe),58 ca. 1879.
tpq 337; AE (37), in grave, Centenionalis.
Roman Imperial: Constantinus I (12), Urbs Roma (2), Constantinopolis (5), Constantinus II 
(7), Crispus (3), Constantius II (5), Inc. (3).
Disposition: dispersed.
BASD 2 (Suppl.)/1879: 23-25.
80. Ščitarjevo, 2007.
tpq ?; silvered AE (25); grave find; Antoninianus, Nummus? 
Roman Imperial: (25).
Disposition: AMZ (25).
kušan špalj – nemeth-ehrlich 2008: 198.
81. Trogrla cave, Majkusi, Šterne, Poreč, 1974.
tpq 361; AE (7), in a box.
Roman Imperial: (7).
Disposition: AMI (7).
Bačić 1976-1978: 163; 1978: 163; MiMica 1998: 15; FMRHr 2002: 85 (no. 57/2); Bekić 2008: 28.
82 Varaždinske toplice (Temple of Jupiter), before 1978.
tpq 378; AE (+1).
Roman Imperial: Valens (1), inc. (?).
Disposition: AMZ? (+1).
vikić Belančić 1978: 168.
83. Virovitica (surroundings), 1956.
tpq 1st ½ of 4th century: AE (dozen), in grave. 
Disposition: GM Virovitica (all).
Mirnik 1986c: 107.
84. Vizače, 1908.
tpq 337; AR (1), AE (11), grave find,59 Denarius (1), As (5), Dupondius (1), Sestertius (1), 
Antoninianus (1), Ae3 (2).
Roman Republican: RRC 544.14-39 (1).
Roman Imperial: Caius (2), Nerva (2), Traianus (1), Marcus Aurelius (2), Maximinus I Thrax 
(1), Diocletianus (1), Constantinus II (1), Constantius II (1).
 Mints: Mint moving with Marc Anthony (1),  Roma (7), Antiochia (1), inc. (2).
Disposition: AMI (12).
puschi 1914; FMRHr 2002: 168,169 (no. 82/3).
85. Vukovar (surroundings), 1947.
tpq 358 -361, AE (+316).
Roman imperial: Constantinus (1), Constantius II (236), Constans (5), Constantius Gallus 
(33), Iulianus II (41).
57  Scavi di Salona nel 1880: Found during ploughing/deforestation, scattered across a field.
58  »caserna Grippi«.
59  Grave no. 6.
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Mints: Aquileia (9), Constantinopolis (25), Cyzicus (9), Nicaea (1), Sirmium (104), Siscia 
(79), Thessalonica (8).
Disposition: MSO (316), dispersed (?).
lukić 1981: 20; 1984: 201-209.
86. Zmajevac (Mocsolás), Kneževi Vinogradi, Osijek, 1999-2008. 
tpq ?; AE (10), Grave find,60 Ae3 (10).
Roman Imperial: Valentinianus I or Valens (3), Valentinianus I (1), Valens (6).




87. Baučići – Mlije, Omiš, 2009.
tpq second ½ of 5th c.;61 AE (65), Ae4, minimi (mostly).
Roman Imperial: Inc. (65).
Disposition: GM Omiš (65).62
katavić – devlahović 2010: 576.
88. Bilice, Split, 1999.
tpq 1st  ½ of the 5th c.; AE (82).
Roman Imperial: Constantine I (1),63 Constantine II (2), Sons of the Constantine I (4), Con-
stantius II? (1), Valentinianus I (1),  Valens (2), Valentinianus II (2), Honorius (16), Honorius, 
Arcadius or Theodosius II (3), 5th c. coins (8), inc. (rest). 
Disposition: MHAS? (82).
šeparović 1999: 87, 94, 95; 2003b: 121.
89. Solin (Roman Theatre), 2007.64
tpq 408; AE (29) + (1?).
Roman imperial: Arcadius (1), Inc. (28) + (1?).
Disposition: AMS (29) + (1?).
Mardešić 2008: 483.
6th century
90. Brkač, Motovun, 1896.
tpq 567/568; AV (4), Solidus (2), Tremissis (2).
Byzantium: Justinus II (4).
Mint: Roma (4).
Disposition: SIASP (4); dispersed (?).
AttiIstr XIII, 1898: 416; Gorini 1974: 125, 178; 1992: 194; Matijašić 1983: 230, 232 (nos. 
145-148.);  Demo 1994: 231-233; FMRHr 2002: 62 (no. 33/2).
60  Grave no. 105.
61  I would like to thank T. Šeparović for a general determination of tpq (personal comunication).  
62  After the scientific processing, all archaeological artefacts, including the hoard, will be permanently stored in 
the City Museum of Omiš (GM Omiš).
63  Comemorative.
64  Since there is no typological description of the latest coin (that of Arcadius) from the hoard, there is a possibility 
that tpq is the end of the fourth century.
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91. Gata, Omiš, before 2004.
tpq 565; AE (5), Decanumius (5). 
Byzantium: Justinus II (?), Justinianus (?).
Mints: Salona (1), ? (4).
Disposition: Mimica collection? (5).
MiMica  2005: 258.
92. Ist (»pod Turilov«), Island of Ist, 1897.
tpq 522; AV (+2); Solidus (2).
Byzantium: Justinus I (1).
Ostrogothic: Theoderic in the name of Anastasius  (1).
Mints: Roma (1), Constantinople (1).
Disposition: dispersed (+2).
Bulić 1900: 192; patsch 1900a: 559; Demo 1994: 218; 1996: 173, 176. 
93. Klapavice (Crkvina), Klis, 2006.
tpq 535/536; AV, AR (17); Tremissis (14), ¼ Siliqua (3). 
Byzantium: Zeno (1+0), Anastasius (3+0).
Odovacar: in the name of Zeno (1+0).
Ostrogothic: ? in the name of Leo I (1+0).
         ? in the name of Zeno (2+0); one coin is gilded.65
         Theoderic: in the name of Zeno (1+0).
                           in the name of Anastasius (5+2).
         Athalaric: in the name of Justinianus I (0+1).
Mints: unknown western mint (3), Italy (2), Constantinople? (2), Constantinople (2), Roma 
(4), Mediolanum (4).
Disposition: MHAS? (17)
Gjurašin 2006: 99-103; 2007: 406; šeparović 2009: 27-34.
94. Majsan (Island), Orebić /Korčula, 1964.
tpq 574/5; AE (13); Folles/40 Nummia (10), ½ Folles/20 Nummia (3).
Byzantium: Justinianus I (5+0), Justinus II (5+3).
Mints: Constantinople (7), Nicomedia (1), Cyzicus (1), Antiochia (1), Thessalonica (3).
Disposition: GM Korčula? (13).
Fisković 1981: 146; Mirnik 1982: 141-146; 1985a: 87-96; 1986a: 646; Mirnik – šeMrov 1998: 
133.
95. Solin, ?
tpq 578; AV (5?), Solidus (5).
Byzantium: Justinianus I (1).
Justinus II (1).
Tiberius II (2). 
Disposition: NMBg (5).
popović 1975, 466; MetcalF 1988: 71,107, 578; Demo 1994: 236, 237. 
65  T. Šeparović questions the attribution of this gilded coin to Ostrogothic mintage.
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96. Solin (Porta Caesarea), 1933.66
tpq 565; AE (2+?), 20 Nummia/ ½ Folles (1).
Byzantium: Justinianus I (2+?).
Inc.(?).
Mints: Salona (2), Inc.(?).
Diasposition: AMS?
kähler 1940, 1 ff; Marović 1984: 301; 1986: 300;67 1991: 64; Demo 1994: 27. 
97. Solin (near factory »Voljak«/ ex »Šperac«), 1979.
tpq 630/631; AE (51), 40 Nummia/Folles (25), 20 Nummia/ ½ Folles (13),  
Decanummia (13).
Byzantium: Justinianus I (0+0+8), Justinus II (7+6+0), Mauricius Tiberius (9+5+0), Focas 
(6+0+0), Heraclius (3+1+0), Inc. (0+1+5).
Mints: Constantinople (14), Nicomedia (12), Thessalonica (8), Cyzicus (3), Antiochia (2), 
Italian Mint (4), Inc. (8).
Disposition: AMS (51).
Marović 1984: 297-298, Pl. 41-44; 1991: 57-84; Bonačić Mandinić 1992: 187, 195-
197; Marović 1994: 317; 1995: ?; 68 Bonačić Mandinić 2001: 19; Marović 2006a: 257, 258, 
262- 273; Morrisson 1998: 921; Mirnik – šeMrov 1998: 133.
98. Škabrnja, Zadar, 1962.69
tpq 518;70 AV (+4).




99. »Ex collection Luciani – Scampicchio«, Croatia, before 1884.
tpq 602/608; AV (? 11); Solidus (4), Tremissis (7).
Byzantium: Justinus II (0+2), Mauricius Tiberius (2+5), Phocas (1+0), Heraclius (1+0).
Mints: Roma (9), northern Italy? (1), Ravenna (1), Constantinople (1).
Disposition: SIASP (11), dispersed (?).
Gorini 1974, 129, 133, 136-138, 142; Demo 1994: 239-242.
10th century
100. Luka Krnička, Pula, early 1990es.
tpq after 963; AV (+4),72 Solidus (3), Histamenoi (1).
Roman Imperial: Theodosius II  (1). 
Byzantium: Zeno (1), Justinianus I (1), Nicephorus II (1 hist.).
Mints: Constantinople (3), Thessalonica (1).
Disposition: dispersed.
FMRHr 2002: 116 (no. 75).
66  During excavation of Porta Caesarea, an unknown number of coins (mostly Justinianus I; 2 coins of the Salona 
Mint) were found in a crack in the western wall: Marović 1984: 301; Demo 1994: 27.
67  No. 11, Pl. XXI: 20.
68  Non videt, cf  duplančić 2006: 390. 
69  Vineyard of Ž. Jurković.
70  Last issue of Anastasius (MIB 1b; DOC 1, no. 7).
71  FND AMZ, s.v.; AMZd Archive, fasc. 5. XI. 1964 inv. nos. 647, 648.
72  Large hoard.
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11th century
101. Drum, Podbablje, Imotski, 1936.
tpq 1034; AV (approx. 20), Histamenoi.
Byzantium: Romanus III. Argyrus (approx. 20).
Disposition: Franciscan monastery, Sinj (1),73 Private coll. (?), dispersed (?).
jakšić 1982: 179;74 šeparović 2003: 134; Mirnik  2006: 371. 
102. Maslinovik, Primošten, before 1900.
tpq 1034; AV (approx. 70),75 Histamenoi.
Byzantium: Romanus III. Argyrus (approx. 70).
Disposition: dispersed.
šeparović 2003: 133; Mirnik 2006: 371.
103. Tompojevci, Vukovar, 1965.
tpq before 1096?; AR (+6), Denarius (6).
Hungary: Geisa I. (3), Ladislaus I (3).
Disposition: MSO (6), dispersed (?).
Göricke-lukić 2010: 115-122.
13th century
104. Čakovec (Buzovec), 1984.
tpq 1246, AR (+846), Pot burial, Pfennigs.
Styria: Berthold III (5), Berthold IV (4).
 Gurk: Walter von Vatz (1).
 Carinthia: Berthold IV (2), Bernhard von Spanheim with Walter von Vatz (7), Ulrich  
 II (1), Heinrich IV with Bishop Otto II (3), Otto II (11).
 Carniola: Ulrich II (21), Bernhard von Spanheim (14).
 Styria/Carinthia: Bernhard (1).
 Aquileia: Gottfried (1).
 Salzburg: Adalbert II (36), Eberhard II (417).
 Carinthia/Gurk: (1).
Disposition: MM (817), dispersed (?).
toMičić 1984: 27-28; 1985a: 57-58; Mirnik 1986a: 650; toMičić 1990: 120-123; Registar 
1997: 246 (no. 953); puZak 2003: 46, 47; Mirnik  2008a:136; Marciuš 2008-2009: 5, 6; Ban 
– Mirnik 2010
105. Senj, Buzet, ca. 1940.
tpq 1203; AE (5), pot burial, Sciphate (5).
Byzantium: John II Comnenus (1), Manuel I Comnenus (2), Isaac II Angelus (1), Alexius III, 
Angelus (1).
Disposition: ZMB (5+pot).
Marušić 1982: 63-65; Matijašić 1983: 229, 232 (nos. 128-132); Mirnik 1986a: 646; FMRHr 
2002:  58, 59 (no. 27).
73  Used to be 3 Histamenoi.
74  There is a possibility that this is not the same hoard; Jakšić gives information about the hoard (found 1932-1933, 
approx.15 coins of Roman III Argir), but in both cases only one coin from the hoard(s?) is (are?) kept in the collec-
tion of the Franciscan monastery, Sinj.
75  MHAS  Archive.
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106. Slavonia?, ?76
tpq 13th c.; AR (17).
Venice:  (?).
Verona: Friedrich II (?).
Disposition: AMZ (17).
Mirnik 1988: 506.
107. Starigrad, Sokolovac, Lepavina, Koprivnica, 1939.
tpq 13th c.; AR (278), Pfennig (278).
Disposition: dispersed.
Mirnik 2008a: 141.77
108. Starigrad ?, Hvar, ?
tpq 2nd ½ of 13th c.; AR (+6), Piccoli.
Croatia: Split (4).
Venice: Sebastiano Ziani (1).
Verona: Fridrik II (1).
Dispositon: Dominican monastery, Starigrad (6).
Unpublished.78
109. Suvi Dolci, Kijevo, 1930.
tpq 1289;79 AR (13), Grosso (13).
Venice: Pietro Gradenigo (13).
Disposition: MHAS (6), dispersed (7).80   
šeparović 2007: 327-336.
110. Tenja, Donji Grad, Osijek, ca. 1890.81
tpq 2nd ½ of 13th c.; AR, Pfennig.
Salzburg: Eberhard II (?).
Disposition: MSO.
Mirnik 2008a: 142.
111. Turska Peć, Zeljovići, Sumpetar, Dugi Rat, Split, 2003.
tpq 2nd ½ of the 13th c ;82 AR/AE (217), Bagattino/Picollo (145), Denarius (5), inc. (63).
Croatia: Split (145 bag.).
Italy: Venice: Orio Malipiero (4), Enrico Dandolo (4).
          Verona: Friedrich II Hohenstaufen (1 den.).
Inconclusive (63).
Disposition: AMS (217).
kliškić 2006: 410, 411; 2006a: 329-367.
76  Inv. no. G1095 
77  FND AMZ, s.v.; Main inventory book, no. 211, p. 59; fasc. no. 295 (17.V.1939).
78  FND AMZ, s.v.; possible hoard.
79  T. Šeparović debates that the possible reasons for concealing the hoard are political and military unrest in the 
beginning of the 14th century, so that tpq can also be appropriately put in the 14th century.
80  MHAS  Archive.
81  gift of  Franjo Schossa. I would like to thank Hermine Göricke-Lukić for the information about this hoard.
82  The author (kliškić 2006a) proposes AD 1491 as the year of the burial, although, on the other hand, he, in the 
same time, believes that it should be put somewhat earlier. Taking into account the composition of the hoard, I am 
inclined to put the tpq in the second half of the 13th century.
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14th  century
112. Badanj, Crikvenica, 1978.
tpq 1335; AR (19), pot burial ?, 20 berners.
Austria: Tyrol: Meinhard II (+1295), Otto (+1310), Ludwig (+1305), Heinrich (+1355).
Disposition: Mimica coll. (16), PPMHP (3).
 Matejčić 1978: 257, 261; MiMica 1996: 376-378.
113. Croatia, before 1894.
tpq 1322 - 1325; AR (9), Denarius (9).
Croatia: Charles I Robert/Nikola Omodejev (9).
Disposition: AMZ (9).
Mirnik 1982b: 15, 16; 1992, 187, 198, 243, 244. 
114. Dol, Bribir, 1961.
tpq 1354; AR (68), Denarius (3), ½ Denarius/Obol (2), Grosso (8), Soldino (55).
Croatia/Hrvatska: Charles I Robert /Mikac Mihaljević (1 den. + 2 ob.), Charles I Robert 
/Stjepan IV. Babonić (1 den.).
Italy:  Ancona: (1 den.).
          Venice: Giovani Soranzo (3 gro.), Francesco Dandolo (2 gro. + 47 sol.), Bartolomeo                         
 Gradenigo (6 sol.), Andrea Dandolo (3 gro.+ 3 sol.).
Disposition: MHAS (68).
DelonGa 1987: 109; 1995: 81-82; 1996, 81-82; Mirnik 2009c: 15 (no. 169.); šeparović 2011: 
215-230.
115. Gornji Koljani – Crkvina, Vrlika, 2007.
tpq 2nd ½ of 14th c., grave find, in a pot, 9 coins.
Disposition: MHAS? (9).
petrinec – jurčević 2008: 447.  
116. Jarmina/Ivankovo,83 Vinkovci, 196284/1959.85
tpq 1342; AR (approx. 2100), pot burial, Denarius, Obolus, Pfennig.
Hungary: Carl I Robert (approx. 2100).
Disposition: GM Vinkovci (2067).
DUKat – Mirnik 1978a: 20 (no. 44); Mirnik 1979b: 107, 115.86
117. Mali Zdenci, Grubišino Polje, 1980.
tpq end of 14th c.; AV (+15).
Venice: Bartolomeo Gradenigo (1), Giovanni Gradenigo (1), Antonio Venier (1); dispersed.
Disposition: Keglević coll. (3).87
Mirnik 1988: 498, 507.
118. Osijek ?, before 1899.
tpq beginning of 14th century; AR (+43), Pfenigs. 
83  This hoard is named in the alphabetical index of sites under Jarmina (Mirnik 1981: 207, no. 476a).
84  DUKat – Mirnik 1978a: 20; Mirnik 1981: 207.
85  Registry no. 157/1962 (AMZ Archive); the hoard was found during ploughing (November, 1959).
86  No. 2, I; Mirnik 1979b, 107 referred to this hoard as a 17th-century hoard, but Mirnik 1981, 207 as a 14th-centu-
ry hoard. Both works were written in approximately the same period, so there is a possibility that when Mirnik 1981 
was finished, the author did not know about registry no. 157/1962 (AMZ Archive) published in Mirnik 1979a.
87  FND AMZ, s.v.; found by Zdravko Keglević of Mali Zdenci.
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Austria: Friedrich II (10).
              Rudolf (18).
              Vienna (15).
Disposition: MSO (42).
Unpublished .88
119. Rakitovica, Donji Miholjac, 1993, 2000, 2001, 2002.89
tpq 1325; AR (55), Denarius (55).
Croatia: Bela IV (51), Charles I Robert (4), Nikola Omodejev (5).
Disposition: Private collection?
sMajlaGić 2002: 122-135.
120 Split (Manuš),90 1940.
tpq middle of 14th c.; AR/Billon (approx. 13091/ 19492), Bagattino/Picollo.
Croatia/Hrvatska: Split (approx. 130/194).
Disposition: AMS (approx. 10093/19494), dispersed (?).
Buškariol 1984: 77; kliškić 2006a: 338.
121. Sveti Emerik, Starigrad, Koprivnica, 1983.
tpq 1385; AR (10), grave find in pouch, Denarius (6), Obolus (4).
Croatia: Charles I Robert/Mikac Mihaljević (0+1).
Hungary: Ludovicus I (6+1).
                Maria (0+2).
Disposition: MGK (10).
Demo 1984: 344, 347, 348, 350.
122. Sveti Martin, Sukošan, 2005.
tpq 1382/end of 14th c.; grave find in pouch, AR, AE (160).
Grave no. 1.: AR (130), Denarius (mostly), Soldino (?).
     Hungary: Ludovic I (mostly).
     Venice: Giovanni Gradenigo, Giovani Dolfino, Andrea Contarini, Antonio Venier (?).
      Inc.: (?).
Grave no. 2.: AR, AE (30); Mezzanino/ ½ Grosso (5), Denaro scodellato/piccolo (mostly).
    Venice: Andrea Dandolo (5+0).
                Venetian dodges (0+25).
vučić 2005: 317, 318; 2005a: 138, 139.
123. Vukovar, before 1979.
tpq 1382; AR (+2).
Hungary: Ludovic I (2).
Disposition: GM Vukovar, ex coll. Kirchbaum (2).
Unpublished.95
88  FND AMZ, s.v.
89  Found at several occasions.
90  The so-called Martinis-Marchi hoard.
91  Buškariol 1984: 77.
92  kliškić 2006a: 338, footnote 51.
93  Buškariol 1984: 77.
94  kliškić 2006a: 338, footnote 51.
95  Inv. no. 492-493.
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15th  century
124. Gubaševo, Zabok or Gredice, Klanjec, ca.1957.
tpq 1490; AV (5), Forint (5).
Hungary: Sigismund (1), Ladislaus V (2), Mathias I (2).
Disposition: AMZ (5).
Mirnik 1989a: 38, 39; 1990: 3; Registar 1997: 69 (no. 129).
125. Drenje (Zaselje), Đakovo, 1980 (Autumn).
tpq 1437; AR (+344/37096), Denarius (344/370).97
Hungary: Mary (72), Sigismund (272), Inc. (26).
Disposition: MĐ (221+ 26 Inc.), AMZ (3), Private collections (120).
pavlović 1981: 26; Mirnik 1985: 172-174.
126. Jarmina, Vinkovci, 1970?
tpq 1437; AR (220), Denarius, Pfennig.
Hungary: Ludovic I (1).
                Mary (19).
    Sigismund (195).
Disposition: GM Vinkovci (220).98
127. Karlovac (surroundings), before 1882.
tpq 1457; AR (75), Grosso (30), Soldino (45).
Venice: Antonio Venier (3+11), Michele Steno (4+9), Tomasso Mocenigo (0+8), Francesco 
Foscari (23+17).
Disposition: AMZ (75).
Mirnik 2000: 215, 228-233, 246-248 (Pl. 10 – 12).
128. Opatovac, Vukovar, 1962.
tpq 1437;99 AR (approx. 100), Denarius (all).
Hungary: Mary (4).
    Sigismund (95).
Disposition: GM Vukovar (99).100
Unpublished.101
129. Opatovina, Zagreb, 2002.
tpq 1460; in grave;102 AR (6); Pfennig (6).
Germany: Pfalz – Neumarkt (Amberg): Ludwig IV, Johann von Neumarkt and Otto I von. 
                 Pfalz – Mosbach: (1).
                 Bayern (München); Ernst I and Adolf (1), Albert III (1).
                 Augsburg (bishopric); Peter (3).
Disposition: AMZ (6).
Demo 2007: 19, 20, 91.103
96  With a lump of 26 inconclusive coins.
97  As above.
98  All information provided from the FND AMZ, s.v.; tpq is determined by the last issue of Sigismund’s coins; there 
is a possibility that tpq can be put in the last decade of the 14th century. 
99  tpq is determined by the last issue of Sigismund’s coins; there is a possibility that tpq can be put in the last decade 
of the 14th century.
100  Inventory no. 379-474/478.
101  FND AMZ, s.v.
102  Found in grave no. 166 covered with traces of cloth.
103  Pictures 18 – 20.
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130. Osijek ?, before 1893.
tpq 1437;104 AR (46), Denarius (46).
Hungary: Mary (10).
    Sigismund (36).
Disposition: MSO (46).
Unpublished.105
131. Poganovci, late 1990s, before 2005.
tpq 1437; Pot burial; several hundred to several thousand, AR (+2), Denarius (1).
Hungary: Sigismund (1).
Disposition: AMZ (1), misplaced (1), Private collections (?). 
Unpublished.106
132. Remete, Zagreb, 2007.
tpq 1485; AV (10), Forint (10).
Bohemia: Sigismund (4).
Hungary: Vladislaus I (1), Mathias I (5).
Mints: Hermannstadt107 (1).
Disposition: MGZ (10).
Mašić – pleše 2009: 207-220; 2010: 270.
133. Sitno, Perković, Šibenik, 1992.
tpq 1462; AV (1), AR (15); Ducato (1),Grossone (1), Grosso/Grosseto (14).
Venice: Francesco Foscari (1+1+13), Cristoforo Moro (0+0+1).
Disposition: MHAS (16).
DelonGa 2006: 309-328.
134. Slavonija, before 1949.
tpq 1437; AR (88); pot burial; Obolus (88).
Hungary: Sigismund (88).
Disposition: MSO (88).
Göricke-lukić 1997: 100, 101 (no. 7).
135. Sveti Rok, Lovinac, Gračac, first ½ of 19th c.
tpq 1457; AR (24), Grosso (24).
Venice: Francesco Foscari (24).
Disposition: AMZ (9), dispersed (15).108
Mirnik 1988: 501, 508;  2000: 214-215, 227, 228, 245, Pl. 9; 2009d: 446, 488.
104  tpq is determined by the last issue of Sigismund’s coins; there is a possibility that tpq can be put in the last 
decade of the 14th century.
105  FND AMZ, s.v.
106  Information about this hoard came due personal comunication with Mr. Drago Damjanović who was in posse-
sion of  two coin from this hoard. I would like to take this opportunity to thanks Mr. Damjanović on his time and 
his will to share this information.  He said that pot with »several hundred«  coins was found by several persons 
during soilwork in Poganovci. Find was divided among them. One of the persons (finder being his neighbour in his 
home town in Poganovci) gave Mr. Damjanović  two coins. He brought one coin to AMZ (other is misplaced) for 
determination, and left it for keeping (personal comunication).
107  Modern day Sibiu, Romania.
108  AMZ Archive.
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136. Tompojevci – Mikluševci, Vukovar, 1964.
tpq 1437; AR (+6).
Hungary: Sigismund (6).
Disposition: GM Vukovar (6).
Unpublished.109
137. Trpanj, before 1833.




138. Veljun, Slunj, Karlovac, ca. 1913.
tpq 1553;  AV (+6), Ducato (1).
Venice: Francesco Foscari (1).
Disposition: ?
Mirnik 1985b: 106, 114; 1988: 501, 508.
139. Vera, Bobota, Vukovar, 1963.
tpq 1437; AR (+10), pot find, Denarius (4), Obolus (6).
Hungary: Sigismund (10).
Disposition: GM Vukovar (10).110
hutinec 2009: 114. 111
16th century 
140. Crna Vlast, Otočac, 1774.112
tpq ?; AV (+60), Forint (+60).
Hungary: Mathias I (?), Vladislaus II (?).
Disposition: dispersed.
Fras 1988:179;  kolak 2001: 73.
141. Devčić Draga, Karlobag, 1864.
tpq 1535; AV (9), Gulden  (1), Scudo (2), Forint (4).
Austria: Ferdinand I (1).
Hungary: Mathias I (3), Ludovic II (1).
Italy: Florence: Alessandro Medici (1).
         Venice: Andrea Gritti (1).
Disposition: dispersed (7).113
Mirnik 1987: 65-84; 1995a: 99, 101, 102; 2009d: 488, 489.
142. Dobra Voda, Benkovac, 1929.
tpq 1521; AR (38), Grosso (38).
Venice: Nicolo Tron (5), Nicolo Marcello (6), Andrea Vendramin (1), Mocenigo Pietro or 
109  Inv. no. 48; FND AMZ, s.v.
110  FND AMZ, s.v.; GM Vukovar Archive, inv. no. 482-491; scattered across a field; coins have been cropped.
111  »The finding of 1963 is noted both in the old museum records and in contemporary literature. During tillage at 
an undetermined location between Vera and Klisa, a hoard of small silver and copper coins of King Sigismund was 
found (a larger quantity in a ceramic vessel broken by the tractor)« (hutinec 2009: 114; author’s translation).
112  I would like to thank Mr. Ivan Botica for drawing my attention to this hoard.
113  AMZ Archive.
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Giovanni (12), Agostino Barbiero (5), Leonardo Loredano (8).
Disposition: MHAS (38).114
šeparović 2005: 237-241.
143. Grič – park, Zagreb, 2007.
tpq 1595115/1600116; AV (4), AR?/AE? (10); Grave find,117 Gulden (4), 4 Patar, (3), 3 Kreuzer 
(3), ½ Thaler (1), Groschen (3).
Germany: Saxony, Baden-Württemberg, Alsace, Tyrol, Brabant and Lotharingia.
Disposition: MGZ (14).
Mašić – pantlik 2008: 206; 2010: 265.118
144. Ježevo, Dugo Selo, Zagreb, before 1990. 
tpq 1520; AV (+3), Pot burial, Dinar (+3).
Ottoman Empire: Suleiman I (1), unknown (2).
Disposition: AMZ (1), Private coll. (3).
Unpublished.119
145. Meraja, Vinkovci, 1965.
tpq 1516, AR (50); grave find (in leather pouch);120 Denarius (42), Obolus (8).
Hungary: Mathias I (31+4), Vladislaus II (11+4).
Disposition: GM Vinkovci (50).
 diMitijević 1966: 51-53, Pl. 23; diZdar – iskra-janošić – krZnarić-škrivanko 1999: 158 (no. 
351).
146. Mijoka shallows (shipwreck), Murter, 2008.
tpq 1526; AR (11), ½ Groschen (11).
Czech Kingdom (Swidnica): Ludovic II  (1 –1526)
Poland: Alexander (10).
Disposition: HRZ (11)
ZMaić 2007: 377; 2010: 335-336.
147. Mijoka shallows (shipwreck), Murter, 2010.
tpq 1564; AR (11), Denarius (+20).
Hungary: Habsburg dynasty (+20)121
Disposition: HRZ (+20).
ZMaić 2007: 377; 2010: 337.
148. Osijek, ?
tpq 1526; AR (+7), Denarius (7).
114  Archive; the complete hoard is mixed up with the rest of the Venetian coins in the collection of MHAS .
115  Mašić – pantlik 2008: 206.
116  Mašić – pantlik 2010: 265.
117  Grave no. 74.
118  Taking the context of the findings, the authors (Mašić – pantlik 2008) discuss the interpretation of coins in 
grave no. 144 (Scudo (2) of Pasquale Cicogne) as a possible hoard. This hoard should have been numbered 100a. 
119  During September 2011, Mrs. Maja Švaljug came to AMZ for some information and determination of one gold 
coin. She said that her father had found a pot with more than 3 gold coins. She sold one to the AMZ and kept two 
of them for herself.
120  Grave no. 40.
121  Author (ZMaić 2010: 337) is preliminary placing tpq in Ferdinands reign.
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Hungary: Mathias I (2).
                Ludovic II (5).
Disposition: GM Vukovar (7).122
Unpublished.123
149. Osijek, ?
tpq 1526?; AR (59), Denarius (59).
Hungary: Mathias I (10).
        Vladislaus II (36).
                Ludovic II 13).
Disposition: MSO (59).
Unpublished.124
150. Podgorač, (»Rezin bunar«), Našice, 1967.
tpq 1526; AR, Denarius.
Hungary: Matthias I, Vladislaus II, Ludovic II.
Disposition: ZMN ?, dispersed.
Marković 1977: 139.
151. Pokupsko (Župna Crkva/parish church), 1989 or 1990.




152. Polje, Dobrinj, Krk, before 1902.
tpq 1521; AR (8), AE (2), Pot burial.127 
Venice: Leonardo Loredano (1 - Da quattro soldi, 1517/1518.), (2 - Gazzetta anonim.).
Genova: inc. (1 - Denaro minuto). 
Bayern (Landshut): Heinrich IV (2).
Bayern (Munchen): Ernst I and Adolf I (1).
Augsburg (Bishopric): Fridrich III. Hohenzollern (1 Pfennig). 
Nuremberg: City (2 - ½ soldo), Counts( 2 - ½ soldo). 
Disposition: ?
BrunšMid 1902: 244.
153. Pul Vele crikve, Rijeka, 2009.
tpq 1559: AR (70), Grave find (in linen cloth);128 Pfennigs (29), ½ Schilling (19), Kreuzer (2), 
Grosso (2), Bezzo/ ½ Soldo (2), 4 Soldi (2), 2 Soldi (1), Marcello (1), Gazzeta (11), Grossetto/
Doppio Soldo (1).
122  Ex coll. Brlić; inv. no. 1146-1147.
123  FND AMZ, s.v.
124  FND AMZ, s.v.
125  30 silver and one false coin, walled up behind doorstep of custody.
126  FND AMZ, s.v.; personal comunication with I. Mirnik.
127  Found in the wall during the demolition of some house.
128  Grave no. 40.
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Austria: Salzburg: Johann II or Friedrich IV (3).
              Enns: Albrecht VI or Fredrich III (1).
              Tyrol (Hall): Maximilian I (1).
              Merano: Sigismund I (2).
              Linz (Görz): Leonhard I (1).
              Inc. Pfenning (1). 
Germany: Bayern-Landshut (Braunau): (1).
                                              (Ötting): (4).
                                              (Landshut): (2).
                 Bayern (München): (2).
                                                 Ernst I and Wihelm III (2).
                                                 Albert III der Fromme (1).
                                                 Ernst I and Adolf (1).
                                                 Albert IV der Weise (1).
                                                 Inc. (7).
                 Brandenburg; (Schwabach): Markgraf Friedrich IV (8).
                                        (Nürnberg): Markgraf Friedrich IV (1).
                                        (Schwabach or Nürnberg): (1).
                                        City of Nürnberg (9).
                  Pfalz-Oberpfalz; (Amberg): (1), Ludwig IV, Johann von Neumarkt and Otto I von 
                      Mosbach: (2).
Italy: Ferrara: Ercole II. d’Este (1). 
Venice:Andrea Gritti (4), Leonardo Loredan (1), Francesco Donato (1), Anonymous 
(11).
Disposition: HRZ (70).
Bekić 2010: 16-24.   
154. Rijeka (surroundings), 1936.
tpq 1553; AR (109), Billon (3); buried in a sack; Cornuto/5 Soldi (1), ½ Grosso/3 Soldi (4),  
                                                      Grosso/ 6 Soldi (1), Cavallotto (1), Bianco (4), Denarius  
                                                      (12).
Croatia: Charles I Robert/Mikac Mihaljević (1).
Hungary: Vladislaus II (2).
Italy: Asti: Luis XII of France (1).
         Bologna: Pope Julius II (4).
         Mesocco: Gian Giacomo Trivulzio (1).
         Milan: Luis XII of France (4).
         Savoy: Carlo II. Duca  (1).




155. Stara Branjevina, Našice, 2010. 
tpq 1593; AR (36),  found in leather and cloth pouch; Denarius (27), Akcha (5), Thaler (2),  
                                                                                         Grosso (2).
Austria: Ferdinand I (15), Maximilian II (8), Rudolph II (4).
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Germany: August I of Saxony (1).
Hungary: Ludovic II Jagello (1).
Netherlands: Philip of Montmorency (1). 
Ottoman Empire: Inc. (5).
Poland: Sigismund III Vasa (1).
Disposition: ZMN ?
paraMan – vrkić 2010: 260-264. 
156. Starigrad ?, Hvar, ?
tpq 16th century; AR (+32), Soldino, Gazzetta. 
Venice: Anonymous (32).
Disposition: Dominican monastery, Starigrad (32).
Unpublished.129 
157. Sveti Pavao shallows (shipwreck), Mljet, 2010.
tpq 1559; AE (few dozen), Taler (1), Akca (few dozen).
Germany: Saxony: Iohann Friedrich  I (1 – 1559).
Ottoman Empire: (few dozen).
Disposition: HRZ.
ZMaić 2007: 377; 2010: 340, 341.
158. Tkalci, Krapina, 1982.
tpq 1540; AR (2002), Iron vessel + Tin vessel (flask). Pfennig, Groschen, 
2 Groschen, Batzen, ½ Batzen, Kreuzer, ½ Kreuzer, ½ Denarius, Obolus, Auarto/Vierer, Zwei-
er, Vierer, Vierer/Quattrino, Denarius/Soldo, Quattrini, Trillina, Bezzo/½ Soldo, da 16/18 
Soldo, Marcello, Schilling, ½ Schilling, Rollbatzen, ¼ Taler/5 Batzen. 
Austria: Lower Austria (Vienna): Ladislaus Postumus (1), Friedrich II (7), Maximilian I (12).
                                                   Ferdinand I (19).
             Upper Austria (Linz): Ferdinand I (183).
             Carniola (Klagenfurt): Maximilianus (11), Ferdinand I (207).
              Carinthia: Ferdinand I (1).
             Styria (Graz): Friedrich III (1), Maximilian I (6), Ferdinand I (104).
             Silesia (Wroclaw): Ferdinand I (3).
             Czech Kingdom (Prague): Wladislaw II (18), Ferdinand I (4).
             Gorica: Leonhard (60), Maximilian I (102).
             Salzburg: Leonhard (75), Matthäus (329), Ernst (19).
             Tyrol: Friedrich (3), Sigismund (61), Maximilian I (10), Maximilian I or Ferdinand I 
                         (117).
Italy: Aquilea: Antonio II (6), Lodovico II (27).
         Bologna: (3).
         Milan: Franjo I (1).
         Venice: Andrea Gritti (3), Pietro Lando (1).
Netherlands: Campen: Maximilian I (12), Charles V (10).
Germany: Augsburg: Maximilian I (1), Charles V (4).
     Bayern – München: Albert IV (29), Wilhelm IV and Ludwig X (5).
                 Bayern – Landshut: Friedrich (1), Heinrich IV (2).
                 Brandenburg – Ansbach – Bayreuth (Schwabach): Georg (3).
                 Brandenburg – Franconia (Schwabach): Friedrich IV (8).
                 Constanz: City  (7), Bishopric: Maximilian I (?), Hugo (2).
129  FND AMZ, s.v.
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 Freiburg im Breisgau: (2).
 Glatz: Ulrich (1).
 Görlitz: (1).
 Hennenberg: Heinrich VIII (4), Wilhelm V (?).
 Isny: Maximilian I (2), Charles V (5).
 Königstein: Maximilian I and Eberhard IV (1), Charles V and Eberhard IV (4).
 Leuchtenberg: Charles V and Georg III (4).
 Mansfeld: Günther IV, Ernst II, Hoyer VI, Gebhard VII and Albert VII (2).
 Nördlingen: Maximilian I (2), Charles V (4).
 Nürnberg: (4).
 Oetingan: Wolfgang and Joachim (6), Walfgang, Martin and Ludwig XIV (1), Carl    
 Wolfgang, Ludwig XV, Martin and Ludwig XIV (1).
 Passau: Wilhelm (5), Ernst (113).
 Pfalz/Palatinate (Amberg, Neuburg): Friedrich II (1).
 Pfalz – Neuburg: Otto Heinrich and Philipp (9).
 Regensburg: (6), Charles V (1).
 Saxony: Friedrich III, Albrecht and Johann (15); Friedrich III, Georg and Johann  
  (29); Friedrich III, Johann and Georg (234); Johann (1); Johann and Georg 
              (35); Georg (9); Johan Friedrich and Georg (15).
           Schwäbisch Hall: Maximilian I (1).
Hungary: Mathias I (5).
Disposition: MHZ (all).
Mirnik 1981c: 170-174; koZina 1982: 61-62; Mirnik 1983: 241-290; BoGović 1986: 118-
119; Mirnik 1986a: 650, 651; 1988, 502, 509; 1989a: 37; 1990: 3-6; Registar 1997: 82 (no. 
195); toMičić 1999: 78, 86. 
159. Tompojevci (Pivnica), Vukovar, 1957.
tpq 1564; AR (+4339), Denarius.
Hungary: Mathias I (?), Vladislaus II (?), Ludovic II (?), John (?), Ferdinand I (?).
Disposition: GM Vukovar (4339).
Unpublished.130
160. Trsci, Sveti Ivan Zelina, before 1860.
tpq 1515; AR (+13), Denarius (13).
Hungary: Mathias I (8), Vladislaus II (5).
Disposition: AMZ (13), dispersed (?).
DUKat – Mirnik 2003: 239.
161. Vukovar ?, before 1979.
tpq 1550; AR (+30), Denarius.
Hungary: Sigismund I (2), Mathias I (10), Vladislaus II 1508 (12), 1509 (1), 1512 (1), 
1513 (1), Ludovic II 1523 (4), Ferdinand I 1540 (2), 1550 (1).
Disposition: GM Vukovar, ex. Coll. Kirchbaum (31).
Unpublished.131
130  FND AMZ, s.v.
131  Nos. 495-499, 502-503, 577, 581-600.
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17th century
162. Bilje, Osijek, 1973
tpq 17th c.; AR (approx. 100), Talers.
Germany, Netherlands.
Disposition: dispersed (?), private coll. (?). 
Mirnik 1979b: 113.
163. Blato, Island of Korčula, 2000?
tpq 1697; AR (219), Grosso/Denarius (6), Grosseto/Dinarić (213).
Dubrovnik: (219).
Disposition: Mimica collection ? (219).
MiMica 2000: 105-108.
164. Greda Sunjska, Sisak, ?
tpq 1696; AR (102), chest burial (in pouch),  XV Kreuzer (all).
Austria; Lower Austria (Vienna): Leopold I 1661 (1), 1662 (2), 1663 (1), 1664 (3), 1673 (1), 
     1675 (2), 1696 (1).
  Styria (Graz): 1678 (1), 1694 (2), 1697? (1).
 Carniola (St. Veit): 1663 (2), 1693 (1).
 Tyrol (Hall): 1691 (1), 1694 (1).
 Czech Kingdom (Prague): 1664 , 1694 (2), 1696 (1); Kutna Hora: 1660 (1).
 Silesia (Wroclaw): 1661 (1), 1662 (1), 1663 (1),1675 (1), 1693 (1), 1694 (1).
Germany; Schlesien – Liegnitz – Brieg – Wohlau: Georg III: 16?? (1). Ludwig: 1663 (1).  
         Christian: 1664 (3).
      Olomouc: Carl von Liechtenstein: 1694 (1).
      Wroclaw: Franz Ludwig: 1693 (1), 1694 (1).
      Sachen-Gotha-Altenburg: Friedrich: 1680 (1).
Hungary; (Kremnitz): 1664, 1665 (3), 1671 (1), 1672 (1), 1674 (4), 1675 (3), 1677 (3), 1678  
           (2), 1679 (2), 1680 (3), 1681(4), 1684 (2), 1686 (2), 1687 (2), 1688, 
           1689 (5), 1690 (2), 1691 (2), 1692 (3), 1694 (6), 1695, 1696; 
    (Pressburg/Pozsony)132: 1675 (1), 1696 (2).
Disposition: GM Sisak (102).
Unpublished.133
165. Marinci, Vukovar, 1955.
tpq ca. 1690; AR (+686), pot burial; Gulden, VI, XV, Groschen, small Denarius, Douzains, 
Taler, ½ Taler, Patagon, ¼ Patagon, Ort, Akcha, Mangir?.
Holy Roman Empire: Mathias II (2 guld.).
             Ferdinand III (1 guld.).
Austria; Leopold I.
 Vienna: 1659-1676 (27 XV ), 1677 (2 VI), 1678 (2 VI), 1669 (1 gro.).
 Carniola (St. Veit): 1663 (1 XV), 1675 (1 XV).
             Styria (Graz): 1678 (1 XV), 1682 (1 XV).
 Tyrol (Hall): Sigismund Franz: 1664 (1 XV).
Czech Kingdom (Prague): Leopold I 1664 (1 XV), 1674 (1 VI).
 Olomouc: Carl 1674 (1 XV).
132  Modern-day Bratislava.
133  The details of the composition of the hoard were taken from FND AMZ, s.v.
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Dubrovnik/Ragusa: (124  small den.).
France: Louis XIV (41 dou.).
    Orange: Frédéric Henri (1).
Germany; Brandenburg – Anspach: Johann Friedrich 1676-1678 (4 ort).
 Brandenburg – Preussen: Georg Wilhelm (2 ort).  Friedrich Wilhelm 1671 (1 ort).
 Oldenburg: Anton Gunther (1 guld., for Ferdinand III). 
 Schlesien – Liegnitz – Brieg: Georg  1662 –1664 (13 ort). Christian 1660 – 1669 (24 
ort), 1669 (1 gro.). Ludwig 1662-1663 (7 ort).
Würtemberg – Oels: Sylvanus Friedrich 1660? (1), ? (1).
Hungary; Leopold I: (Kremnitz) 1661-1682 (113 XV), 1670-1673 (3 VI); (Nagy Banya)
1679 (1 XV); (Klausenburg) 1664 (1 XV), 1676 (1 XV).
Netherlands; Belgium: 1616 (1 tal.).
         Campen: Mathias II (1 guld.,  5 tal.).
             Geldern: 1606 (2  tal.).
        Holland: 1576 – 1648 (5 tal.), 1597 ( 1  ½ tal.). 
        Overyssel: 1648 (1 tal.).
         Westfriesland: 1617-1650 (1 tal.), 1614 (1 ½ tal.).
         Zwolle:  1642 – 1648 (5 tal.).
         Spanish Netherlands: Albert and Isabela (1 ¼ pat.).
           Philip IV 1626 (1 pat.), 1635 (1 pat.).
Ottoman Empire: Osman II – Murat IV (145 akch., 91 man.).
Poland: Sigismund III 1620-1624 (9 ort).
        Gdansk: Sigismund III 1618-1626 (6 ort).
        Wroclaw: Franz Ludwig 1674? (1 XV).
        Silesia – Wroclaw: Leopold I 1662-1678 (14 XV), 1674 (1 VI), (2 gro.).
Disposition: GM Vukovar (686).134
Mirnik 1979b: 113.135
166. Metković (surroundings), ?




167. Mijoka shallows (shipwreck), Murter, 2006-2010.
tpq 1612; Ae (large quantity), Rechenpfennig (all).
Disposition: HRZ.
ZMaić 2007: 377; 2009:431, 432; 2010: 335-336.
168. Mijoka shallows (shipwreck), Murter, 2010.
tpq 16th -17th c.; AR (few), ½ Groschen, Akcha.
Few Polish ½ Groschen stuck together with Ottoman akchas. 
Disposition: HRZ
ZMaić 2010: 336.  
134  Inv. no. 1149-1303.
135  Most of the information is based on the FND AMZ, s.v.; some specimens of Brandenburg, Dubrovnik, Otto-
man Empire and Poland are perforated.
136  FND AMZ, s.v.; Gift of Jozo Čerević of Metković.
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169. Osijek, 1981 – 1982.
tpq 1687; AR (34), AE (1), Grave find,137 Akcha (33), Löwentaler (1), Bezzo (1).
Ottoman Empire: Muhamed IV (4), inc.(29).
Venice: Marcantonio Giustiniani (1).
Germany; Rietberg: Johann IV (1).
Disposition: MSO (35).
Minichreiter 1984: 244; Göricke-lukić 1986: 9-13; 1986a: 105.
170. Požega, (Cvjetna ulica), before 1985.
tpq 1608; 138 AR (+400), Denarius, Groschen, ½ Groschen.
Hungary: Mathias I  (37), Vladislaus II (43), Ludovic II (3), Ferdinand I (126), 
    Maximilian II (92), Rudolph II (64).
Poland: Kasimir (1 ½ gro.), Alexander (4), Sigismund I (2 ½ gro + 1 gro.). 
       Schweidnitz:139 Ludovic II (4 gro.). 
Liegnitz:140 Friedrich II (1 gro.).
Disposition: GM Požega (397).
sokač – štiMac et al. 1985: 13 (no. 25).
171. Požega, before 1872.
tpq ca.1655;141 AR (13).
Hungary: Mathias II (10), Ferdinand II (3).
Disposition: AMZ (13).142
luetić 2001: 237.
172. Starigrad ?, Hvar, ?
tpq 17th c.; AE (+6).
Venice: Alvise Mocenigo (4), Marino Grimani (2).
Disposition: Dominican monastery Starigrad (6).
Unpublished.143
173. Turčin, Varaždin, ?
tpq 2nd ½ of 17th century; AR (all), in pouch: Pfennig, Groschen, Denarius.
Austria: Ferdinand II (6 gro.), 1624 (1), 1625 (1),1626 (2), 1630 (2).
  Ferdinand III (4 gro.), 1635 (1),1637 (1), 1648 (1).
Tyrol: Ferdinand Carl – 1647 (1 gro.).
           Leopold I  – 1666 (1 gro.).
Czech Kingdom: Ferdinand III (2 gro.) – 1642 (1), 1643 (1).
Hungary: Ferdinand I, Maximilian II, Rudolph II, Mathias II 
Transylvania: Gabriel Bathory 1612 (1 gro.) and den. (?).
Poland:  (25 gro.).
Disposition: GM Varaždin.  
Unpublished.144 
137  Grave no. 1. 
138  It is possible that tpq is the end of the 16th century.
139  Modern-day Świdnica, Poland. 
140  Modern-day Legnica, Poland.
141  Terminus post quem is determined by the chronologically last issue of Ferdinand’s obol in 1655, although the 
lack of information about this hoard could put tpq somewhat earlier in Ferdinand’s reign. 
142  Ongoing revision of the numismatic department of the AMZ will show whether this hoard is possibly mixed 
with the rest of the Hungarian coins in the collection or whether it is dispersed.
143  FND AMZ, s.v.
144  FND AMZ, s.v., some examples are pierced.
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174. Vinkovci (surroundings), before 1941.145
tpq 1627; AR (1386), Denarius (mostly).
Hungary: Ferdinand I (?), Maximilian II (?), Rudolf II (?), Mathias II (?), Ferdinand II (?).
                Transylvania: Gabor Bethlen (?).
Poland: (1).
Venice: (1).
Disposition: GM Vinkovci (1386).
petković 2000: 9, 15.
18th century
175. Drnje, Koprivnica, ca.1970.




176. Hrvatsko Zagorje, before 2004.
tpq 1783; AR (+13), 1/24 of Thaler (8), 1/48 of Thaler (5).
Germany: Prussia: Friedrich II the Great (13).
Disposition: AMZ (13), dispersed (?).
Mirnik 2004: 5-6.
177. Istria?, ?
tpq 1704; AR (264), XV Kreuzer, Groschen.
Austria; Czech Kingdom (Prague): Leopold I -1685? (1). 
        (Kutna Hora): Leopold I -1661? (1).
Lower Austria (Vienna): Leopold I 1660 (1), 1661(2), 1662 (2), 1663 (4), 1664 (5), 
   1674 (2), 1675(1), 1684(1). 
                            (Neuburg am Inn): Leopold I 1664 (2). 
Carniola (St. Veit): 1684 (1), 1697 (1).
Tyrol: Sigismund Franz 1663(1 gro.); (Hall): 1664 (1), 1687 (1), 1694 (5).
Styria (Graz): Leopold I 1659 (2), 1664 (2), 1665 (1), 1694 (1), 1695 (2), 1696 (1).
Silesia (Wroclaw): Leopold I 1660 (2), 1661 (2), 1662 (1), 1663 (1), 1664 (4), 1675 (1), 1693 
(2), 1694 (3).
 Brieg: Leopold I  1693 (1).
Hungary (Kremnitz): Leopold I 1662 (1), 1663 (1), 1674 (2), 1676 (1), 1678 (2), 1679 (2),  
  1680 (1), 1681 (1), 1682 (2), 1683 (1), 1686 (1), 1690 (3), 1691 (1),   
 1692 (1), 1694 (1), 1695 (1).
     (Nagy Banya): Leopold I  1686 (1), 1696 (1).
     (Pressburg): Leopold I 1696 (2).
     Transylvania (Klausenburg):148 Leopold I 1675 (2), 
   (Hermannstat):149 Leopold I 1704 (1)
145  The hoard was part of a pre-WWII permanent exhibition in GM Vinkovci.  
146  Found on the land of Josip Dombaj of Drnje, scattered across a field.
147  FND AMZ, s.v.
148  Modern-day Cluj-Napoca, Romania.
149  Modern-day Sibiu, Romania.
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Germany; Hohenlohe/Mainz: 1685 (1); Inc.: 1663 (1), 1664 (1), 1694 (1), ? (3).
      Würtemberg/Oels: Sylviu Friedrich 1694 (1).
      Schlesien-Liegnitz-Brieg-Wohlau: Georg III 1662 (1), 1663 (3), 16?? (1), ?(2).
         Ludwig 1662(1), 1663 (3), 1665 (1).
                     Christian: 1662 (2), 1663 (3), 1664 
        (3),1665(1).
Wroclaw/Breslau: Franz Ludwig 1693 (2), 1694 (4), ? (1).
Salzburg: Max Gandolf 1684 (1), 1686 (1).   
Olomouc/Olmütz: Carl von Liechtenstein 1694 (1), ? (1) 
Disposition: AMI (264).
Unpublished.150
178. Istria?, before 1981.
tpq 1764; AR (+33), XVII Kreuzer (33).
Austria; Czech Kingdom (Prague): Maria Theresia 1762 (1), 1763? (1); Franz I 1743 (1), 
         1762 (1).
  Lower Austria (Vienna): Franz I 1747(1), 1748 (1), 1751(1).
  Tyrol (Hall):  Franz I 1761 (1).
  Silesia (Wroclaw): Carl VI 1736 (1).
              Styria (Graz): Maria Theresia 1762 (1).
Hungary; (Kremnitz): Maria Theresia 1748 (1) 1749 (1), 1752 (1), 1754 (2), 1761(2), 
1762 (1), 1763 (1), Franz I 1750 (1), 1751(3), 1753 (1), 1755 (1), 1757(1), 1758 (2), 1760 (1), 
1761(1).
                 Transylvania (Klausenburg):151 Maria Theresia 1764 (2).
Disposition: AMI (33).
Unpublished.152
179. Istria?, before 1981.
tpq 1796; AR (+26), Talers (26).
Netherlands; Belgium (Bruxelles): Maria Theresia 1766 (3), 1767 (1), 1770 (1).
    Franz I 1762 (1), 1763 (1).
   Joseph II 1784 (1). 
Germany; Burgau: Maria Theresia, 1780 (1).
      Frankfurt: 1764.
Italy; Lombardy (Milan): Joseph II 1790 (2), 1789(1).
          Leopold II 1792 (1).
                     Franz I 1794 (2), 1795 (4), 1796. 
Venice: Alvise Contarini (1), Giovanni Corner II (2), Francesco Loredan (1), Paolo 
Renier 1786 (1), 1787 (1), 1788 (1).
Hungary (Kremnitz): Joseph II 1784 (1), 1788 (1).
Spain: Carlos III 1773 (1), 1782 (1).
Disposition: AMI (26)
Unpublished.153
150  FND AMZ, s.v.
151  Modern-day Cluj-Napoca, Romania.
152  FND AMZ, s.v.
153  FND AMZ, s.v.
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180. Koločep (shipwreck), 1976.
tpq beginning of the 18th c.; AE (224 + few lumps),154 Rechenpfennig (all).
Germany: Nürnberg (224), inc. (lumps).
Disposition: Dubrovački muzeji?  (all).
kisić 1982: 145; FaBry 1998: 169 – 179.
181. Krk, before 1936
tpq ?; AR (7), AE (8), oselle, 
Venice: Marc Antonio Giustinian 1686 (1), Givanni II Corner 1709 (1), Alvise III        
              Mocenigo 1728 (1), Francesco Loredan 1761 (1), Alvise IV Mocenigo 1763 (1),  
              Paolo Renier 1785 (1), Lodovico Manin 1794 (1), Dalm et Alba II (8), Dalm     
              et Alb I (2), Corf - Cefal - Zant (1), Inc. – soldino 2 1/2 (1)
Disposition: ?
GiGante 1936: 195-196; MiMica 2000a: 60.
182. Slavonski Brod?, ?
tpq 1708; AR (+141), Scudo, Mezzo Scudo, Denarius, Taler, ¼ Taler, 1/24 Taler,  Douzain, 
Groschen, Mariengroschen, Gulden, VI Kreuzer.
Austria and Hungary: Rudolf II (8 den.).
Mathias II (8 den.).
Ferdinand II (2 tal., 9 den.).
Ferdinand III (3 tal., 3 den.).
France: Louis XIV (8 douz.).
  Strasbourg (1 gros.).
Netherlands; Spanish Netherlands: Albert/Isabella (1 tal., 1 ¼ tal.).
        Philip IV (3 tal.).
   Belgium: 4 tal.
  Zwolle: Mathias I (2 tal.).          
Germany; Anhalt-Dessau: Johan Georg (1 guld.).
                 Anhalt-Zerbst: Carl Wilhelm (1 guld.).
                 Augsburg: 1 tal.
      Braunschweig -Lüneburg: Rudolph August (1 mar.).
Rudolph August and Anton Urlrich (1 mar.).
           Braunschweig-Wolfenbüttel: Friedrich Ulrich (2 tal.).
           Anton Urlrich (1 mar.).
      Chur?: Johann (2  ¼ tal.).    
      Corvey: Theodor IV (1).
      Goldberg?: Ludwig (1).
      Hagenau: Leopold I (1 tal.).
      Hildesheim: 1 – 1/24 tal.
      Lübeck: August Friedrich (2 guld.).
      Lippe: Simon (1).
      Montfort: Johann (1-VI, 1 - 1/24 tal.).
      Münsterberg – Oels: Carl I (1 gro.).
      Sachsen – Eisenach: August Friedrich (5 guld.).
      Sachsen – Neu Weimar: Johann Ernest (3 guld.).
      Sayn – Wittgenstein: Gunther  (3 guld.).
      Schwartzburg – Arnstadt: Gunther  (1 guld.).
      Schwartzburg – Sondershausen: Christian Wilhelm (4 guld.).
154  kisić 1982: 145, footnote 3.
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Poland: Sigismund III (1 ort, 3 gros.).
Switzerland: St. Gallen (1 tal.).
Venice: Antonio Priuli (1 scu.), Francesco Erizzo (1 m. scu.), Francesco Molin (2 scu.), 
Domenico Contarini (1 m. scu.), Alvise Contarini (2 scu.).
Disposition: MBP (141).
Mirnik 1988: 502, 511.155
183. Tovarnik, 1977.
tpq 1711, AR (161), pot burial, Talers (16), XV Kreuzer/ ¼ Taler (145).
Austria: Ferdinand III (1 T., 1645).
             Leopold I 1691, 1692, 1695, 1698, 1699, 1700, 1701, 1704 (12 tal.) ; 1659 (3 ¼ tal.), 
1661 (8 ¼ tal.), 1662 (5 ¼ tal.), 1663 (9 ¼ tal.), 1664 (8 ¼ tal.), 1665 (2 ¼ tal.), 1674 (3 ¼ 
tal.), 1675 (1 ¼ tal.), 1676 (1 ¼ tal.), 1684 (1 ¼ tal.), 1685 (2 ¼ tal.), 1691 (1 ¼ tal.), 1694 (14 
¼ tal.), 1695 (4 ¼ tal.), 1696 (1¼ tal.), 1700 (1 ¼ tal.,), inc. (1 ¼ tal.).
              Joseph I (1705, 1706 (3 tal.)).
Germany; Schlesien-Liegnitz-Birieg: Wohlau: Georg (1662,1663,1664); Ludwig 1662 (1 ¼ 
     tal.), 1663 (2 ¼ tal.,); Christian 1663 (2 ¼ tal.,). 
   Wurttemberg –Oels: Sylvius Friedrich 1675 (1 ¼ tal.,).
   Olomouc: Carl von Lichtenstein 1694 (1 ¼ tal.,).
    Pfalz – Neuburg: Franz Ludwig (1 ¼ tal.).
Hungary: Leopold I 1664 (1 ¼ tal.), 1665 (1 ¼ tal.), 1674 (2 ¼ tal.), 1675 (2 ¼ tal.), 1677 (5 
¼ tal.), 1678 (3 ¼ tal.), 1679 (3 ¼ tal.), 1680 (4 ¼ tal.), 1681 (3 ¼ tal.), 1682 (1 ¼ tal.), 1683 
(4 ¼ tal.), 1684 (2 ¼ tal.), 1685 (1 ¼ tal.), 1686 (2 ¼ tal.), 1687 (2 ¼ tal.), 1688 (4 ¼ tal.), 
1689 (1 ¼ tal.), 1690 (5 ¼ tal.), 1691 (2 ¼ tal.), 1692 (2 ¼ tal.), 1693 (1 ¼ tal.), 1694 (3 ¼ 
tal.), 1696 (1 ¼ tal.), inc. (1 ¼ tal.).
Mints:  Kremnitz (54), Nagy Banya (4), Wien (31), Wroclaw (4), Pressburg/Pozsony156 (6).
Disposition: GM Vukovar. 
dorn 1977: 17-33.
184. Vrbanj, Hvar, ca. 1970.
tpq 1796; AV (+1), 96 Lire (+1).
Italy: Genoa (1).
Disposition: Dubković coll. (+1).
Unpublished.157
185. Vukovar ?, ?
tpq 18th c.; AR (approx. 26), Groschen (8), Denarius (6), Poltura (12). 
Austria: Leopold I (8+0+0).
Hungary: Leopold I (0+6+12).
Disposition: GM Vukovar (approx. 26).
Mirnik 1979b: 114.
155  Mirnik (1988) provides only a partial description of the hoard (Venetian coins in detail); the rest is taken from 
FND AMZ, s.v.
156  Modern Bratislava, Slovakia.
157  FND AMZ, s.v.
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19th century
186. Kaštel Gomilica, Split, before 1965.
tpq 1810; AR (+10), Thalers (7), 8 Reales (3).
Austria: Maria Theresia (2).
Bayern: Carl Theodor (1).
Spain: Mexico: Carlos IV (2).
            Peru: Ferdinand VII (1).
Inc.: Thalers (4).
Disposition: Private coll. (6), dispersed (+4).
MarGetić – MarGetić 2007: 11-13.
187. Koprivnica, 1947.158
tpq 1840: AR (2045); perforated specimens.
Ottoman Empire: 18th – 19th century silver coins.
Disposition: GM Koprivnica.159 
Unpublished.160
188. Ravno, Križevci, 1998.
tpq 1865; AE (6), AR (3), glass (laboratory) bottle burial; 6 kreuzer (2, 1849), 4 kreuzer  
                                             (1, 1861), 1 kreuzer (2, 1858), 1 kreuzer (1, 1859), 1 kreuzer 
                                             (1, 1860), medal (1).
Austria: Franz Joseph I (6).
Croatia: medal (1).161
Hungary: Franz Joseph I (2).
Mints: Wien (6), Kremnitz (2), Zagreb (1) – medal.




tpq 1915: AV (142); 100 Kuruş (142).
Ottoman Empire: Mehmed V (142). 
Mint: Constantinople (142)
Unpublished.164
158  March; found in the rampartof the Koprivnica fortress (Frankopan Street - fire department repository).
159  Inventory Book: 6, no. 11; two coins are dated with certainty (1809 and 1840).
160  FND AMZ, s.v.
161  So called Jelačić’s Forint.
162  I thank I. Mirnik for this information. 
163 7th of January. 
164 FND AMZ, s.v. 
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Coin hoards with insuffiCient information/possible hoards
190. Babina Greda,165 Slavonski Brod, 1899.
AE (+5), Roman coins, found during the building of the road.166
191. Babinac, Bulinac, Nova Rača, Bjelovar, 1932.167 
AV(?) and AR mediaeval coins found in a pot during harvesting of timber, scattered.168 
192. Baška, Krk, 1936 (November). 
72 roman coins found on a hill.
MiMica 1997: 529; MiMica 2000: 60.169
193. Bataluše, Sopje, Slatina, 2009?
Roman hoard.
radMan-livaja 2010: 136.170
194. Benkovac171 (Kula Atlagića), 1960.
Roman coin found in a pot.172
195. Bjelač, Požega, 1904.
Modern coins.173
196. Brđani, Vukovar, 1952.
Large find of Roman coins (silver).
Disposition: GM Vukovar (2), dispersed (?).
Bauer 1953: 116.174
197. Bruvno, Gračac, Gospić, 1880.
50 old coins.
ljuBić 1881: 26; patsch 1900: 52.175
198. Bučje, Požega, 1907.
AR (93), »fairly recent coins«.
AMZ Archive; Mirnik 1979: 88.176
199. Bukevje, Velika Gorica, Zagreb, 1852.
Roman hoard of silver and bronze coins found in a pot.
165  This hoard is named in the alphabetical index of sites of CHY (Mirnik 1981: 201).
166  Registry  no. 246/1899 (AMZ Archive).
167  This hoard is named in the alphabetical index of sites of CHY (Mirnik 1981: 201).
168  Registry no.165/1932 (AMZ Archive).
169  Information is given by Alojzije Ragužin revren in Punat, Hoard was found by Jure Barbalić Ranjić.
170  Assumed coin hoard would be part of the Roman hoard of bronze vessels. 
171  This hoard is named in the alphabetical index of sites of CHY (Mirnik 1981: 201).
172  AMZ Archive, no. 269/1-60/1960.
173  This hoard is named in the alphabetical index of sites of CHY (Mirnik 1981: 202); FND AMZ, s.v.; registry no. 
309/1906, 10. XII. 
174  This hoard is named in the alphabetical index of sites of CHY (Mirnik 1981: 202).
175  This hoard is named in the alphabetical index of sites of CHY (Mirnik 1981: 202).
176  This hoard is named in the alphabetical index of sites of CHY (Mirnik 1981: 202).
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Disposition: AMZ (2); dispersed (?).
kleMenc 1938: 11; Narodne Novine 1852: 406.177
200. Cirkovljan, Prelog, Čakovec, ?
»Pot with golden coins has been found and sent to Budapest«.
horvat 1956: 21.178
201. Cvetković, Jastrebarsko, Zagreb, 1915 or before.
»Rome« (Hoard of Roman coins).
Unpublished.179
202. Čitluk, Sinj, Split, 1885.180
Roman coins, AR (approx. 400).
matas 1880: 14; Bulić 1885: 9; Marović 1958: 130-145.181
203. Daruvar, 1779.
Roman silver coins found during earth works.
JAZU Archive;182 keMpF 1910: 66.183
204 Daruvarski Brestovac, Daruvar, ?
Hoard of Roman Imperial coins.184
205. Donji Humac,185 Island of Brač, 1891 or before.
tpq 2nd c. BC; AE (12).
Greek (Insulae Illyriae): Issa (11).
                                        Heracleia (1).
Disposition: AMS (1+ 11?).
Bonačić Mandinić 1988: 69; stančić et al. 2004: 168.
206. Donji Lapac, ca.1850.
AR (+2), Soldino (2).
Venice: Francesco Foscari (2).
Disposition: AMZ (2).
Mirnik 1988: 501, 507; 2009d: 488.
177  This hoard is named in the alphabetical index of sites of CHY (Mirnik 1981: 202).
178  This hoard is named in the alphabetical index of sites of CHY (Mirnik 1981: 203).
179  Information provided by Gjuro Rožman of Cvetković: FND AMZ, s.v.; Registry no. 34/1915, April, 29.
180  Found on two occasions.
181  This hoard is named in the alphabetical index of sites of CHY (Mirnik 1981: 204).
182  Modern day HAZU Archive: Descriptio geographica Comitatus Posegani Anno 1773 (manuscript of Josip 
Mikoczi).
183  This hoard is named in the alphabetical index of sites of CHY (Mirnik 1981: 204).
184  FND AMZ, s.v. (information provided by Anđela Horvat); This hoard is named in the alphabetical index of sites 
of CHY (Mirnik 1981: 204).
185  The author (Bonačić Mandinić 1988: 69) notes the lack of archival records on the hoard and accordingly does 
not treat it as such. It is unlikely that this rare type of coinage would be found scattered over a small area, especially 
outside of a settlement; however, in this case it could have been lost over a period of time. Therefore, I am inclined 
to allow the possibility that this actually is a hoard.
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207. Draga, Rijeka, before 1880.
»Silver pot with lid, filled with Roman silver coins«.
Unpublished.186
208. Dragonjik, Brač, before 1891. 
Bulić states in his field notes that seven Roman Republican coins were found in the field of 
Ivan Martinović in Dragonjik.
Bulić 1891: 119; stančić et al. 2004: 122.187
209. Drniš, before 2012.
»There is also a possibility that the Carthaginian, Numidian, Ptolemaic and Italic coins that 
were found near Drniš originated from another dispersed hoard of the Mazin type« (Bertol – 
Farac 2012).
ilkić – Filipčić – kraMBerGer 2012: 7-10; Bertol – Farac 2012.
210. Dugopolje, ?
tpq 540; AR (+2), ¼ Siliqua (2).
Ostrogothic: Athalaric in the name of Justinianus (1). 
                     Witigis in the name of Justinianus (1).
Mints: Roma (1), Ticinum (1).
Disposition: AMS (2).
Demo 1996: 173, 176 (nos. 30, 31).188
211. Gardun, Trilj, Split, ca. 1843.
AV (approx. 50), Byzantine coins.
seidl 1849: 193; MetcalF 1965: 27-28.189
212. Ilok (Gornji grad), before 1969.
»Late roman hoard found in Ilok and kept in the Ilok Museum« (diZdar – šoštarić – jelinčić 
2003: 59).
BUlat 1969: 44; diZdar – šoštarić – jelinčić 2003: 59. 
213. Jasenak, Ogulin, 1883.
Hoard of AR coins (Inconclusive content), scattered.
Disposition: AMZ: (?).
AMZ Archive.190




186  FND AMZ, s.v.; inv. no. 5093.
187  This is most likely part of a hoard, but insufficient data prevents a more precise determination of tpq or taq. For 
the argument see Donji Humac footnote.
188  Ž. Demo lists these two coins as a possible hoard on the basis of an identical reference, »which refers to the time 
and place of the findings, and the museum collection for which they were obtained« (Demo 1996: 173).
189  This hoard is named in the alphabetical index of sites of CHY (Mirnik 1981: 206).
190  FND AMZ, s.v.; this hoard is named in the alphabetical index of sites of CHY (Mirnik 1981: 207); the hoard 
was scattered across a field.
191  AMZ Archive, fasc. Javorani, 1907; this hoard is named in the alphabetical index of sites of CHY (Mirnik 1981: 
207).
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215. Karlobag, ?
»Hoard of indeterminable, poorly preserved, Greek bronze coins« (dukat – Mirnik – neralić 
1984: 42).
Disposition: AMZ (7).192
dukat – Mirnik – neralić 1984: 42, 49.
216. Krk, 1883.
Antique coins. 
MZK, n.f., 9/1883: XIII.193
217. Ljubač, 2008.
»In 2008 six pieces of aes rude were found in Ljubač Bay, about 18 km north of Zadar. Today 
they are preserved in a private collection and could represent another dispersed hoard of the 
Mazin type« (Bertol – Farac 2012).
duca 2010: 6; Bertol – Farac 2012.
218. Macinec, Nedelišće, Čakovec, ca. 1900.
Roman gold coins.
kovačić 1909: 142; horvat 1956: 19.194
219. Molat (Vir?), Zadar, ?
Greek (Peloponnesus): Ithaca (2).
           (Sicilia): Hieron II (5).
Roman Republican: (8).
Roman Imperial: (2).
»Unfortunately the circumstances of its discovery are unknown, so it is not known is this a 
hoard or something else«.
Batović 2011: 29.
220. Nin, Zadar, 1906.
Venice, AR (+30), Grosso (+30).
Disposition: Formerly in AMZd.
Unpublished .195
221. Nuštar, before summer of 1999.
Hungary: Maria and Sigismund coins (tpq end of 14th /15th century).
Unpublished .196
222. Orlić, Knin, 1898.
15 poorly preserved Roman AE coins found in pot within a grave.
Marun 1998: 92; šeparović 1999: 125.
223. Oštri Vrh, Staro Petrovo Selo, Nova Gradiška, ca.1960.
Hoard.197
192  Inv. no. G1587.
193  This hoard is named in the alphabetical index of sites of CHY (Mirnik 1981: 209).
194  This hoard is named in the alphabetical index of sites of CHY (Mirnik 1981: 210).
195  FND AMZ, s.v.; Main (old) inventory book of AMZd: no. 449. (Hoard was found on 7 December, 1906).
196  During revision of the numismatic archive of the AMZ, a note was found with information about this hoard, the 
name of a man who gave sparse information and his mobile phone number (not valid).
197  FND AMZ, s.v.; information provided by Anđela Horvat.
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225. Petrovci, Vukovar, 1904.
Hoard of Roman coins, approx. 37.199
226. Plaški, Ogulin, 1971/1972.
Hoard of approx. 980 roman coins.
Mirnik 1985b: 105, 112.
227. Požega?, Surroundings?, 1904 (/1905).
Formerly of Požega Grammar School.
Mirnik 1979: 88; MarGetić – MarGetić 2008: 16. 
228. Privlaka/Bevilacqua, Nin, Zadar, 1905.
tpq 1328; AR (+2), Grosso (+2).
Venice: Giovanni Soranzo (2).
Disposition: formerly of AMZd (2).
Unpublished .200
229. Prnjavor, Petrinja, Sisak, 1938.
Hoard of roman coins.
Disposition: AMZ (29).
Unpublished.201
230. Radovanci, Velika, ca.1800?
Silver coin hoard (+10).
lasZowski 1897: 17.




232. Solin/Salona, near Porta Caesarea, before 1953. 
»iron case full of copper coins and one gold coin« (katić 1952: 109).
katić 1952: 109;203 Marović 1991: 64; 1994: 317.204
198  FND AMZ, s.v.; Main inventory book: 28, no. 109.
199  FND AMZ, s.v.; AMZ Archive; This hoard is named in the alphabetical index of sites of CHY (Mirnik 1981: 213).
200  FND AMZ, s.v.; possible hoard; Main (old) inventory book of AMZd (no. 449, October, 7).
201  FND AMZ, s.v.; Main inventory book of AMZ, no. 191, fasc. no. 360 (16.V.1936), fasc. no. 389. (21.V.1938)
202  FND AMZ, s.v.; information provided by Anđela Horvat.
203  In his work, the author debates the end of Roman Salona and takes this hoard as one of the arguments, so I 
presume that the coins that he is referring to are Roman.
204  There is a possibility that Katić (unknowingly and without intention) is referring to the Porta Caesarea hoard 
found in 1933. Maybe this information, as Marović has stated, can also be related to a hoard consisting of small 
bronze coins (0.7 - 1 cm, 0.3 - 1 gr.) kept in the AMS (approx. 8.2 kg) without any records.
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233. Solin/Salona, »Grudine«, before 1953.
»… pot full of silver coins« (katić 1952: 109).
 katić 1952: 109; Marović 1984: 301; 1991: 64.205
234. Solin, Theatre, 2008.
Late-antiquity hoard (24), found in wooden box.  
Mardešić 2009: 584.206
235. Solin, 1926.
tpq ca. 539; AR (+2), ½ Siliqua (1), ¼ Siliqua (1). 
Ostrogothic: Athalaric in the name of Justinianus (0+1).
                     Witigis (1+0).
Mints: Roma (0+1), Ticinum (1+0). 
Disposition: AMS (2).
Demo 1996: 173, 177 (nos. 16, 17).207
236. Sopje, Virovitica, 1906.
New coins found during demolition of the »Bulgarian House«.
Unpublished.208
237. Sotin, Vukovar, 1922.
AR (approx. 224), pot find.
Roman or Maria Theresia coins, scattered.
Unpublished.209
238. South-East Europe (Croatia?), 1988 or before.
tpq 133 B.C.; AR (+5), tetradrachm (2), drachm (3).
Greek; (Ioniae): Ephesus (0+3).
            (Pamphiliae): Aspendus (1+0).
            (Phrygiae): Philomelium (1+0).210
Disposition: dispersed (+5).
Mirnik 1992a: 126-128.
239. Split, Poljud, 1979.
A hoard of Split mediaeval coins.
kliškić 2006a: 338 (footnote 51).211
205  Marović 1986: 300 (no. 8, Pl. XXI: 17) presents the coin of Justinianus I that came from Grudine in 1914 (not 
mentioning a hoard of any kind). Given the quality of the source of Katić’s information, maybe this coin was part 
of the »Grudine« hoard. Information should be taken into consideration (but only as a suggestion!).
206  The author  (Mardešić 2009) presents the excavation of a Roman theatre; detailed information on the latest coin 
is not provided, so tpq is not determinable. Probably the hoard can be dated to the late Roman period if it is related 
to the late-antiquity ceramics mentioned in the report.
207  See Dugopolje footnote
208  FND AMZ, s.v.; registry no. 285/1906 (4.X).
209  FND AMZ, s.v; This hoard is named in the alphabetical index of sites of CHY but the year of discovery is 1922 
instead of 1921 as in Mirnik 1981: 216.
210  All coins determined by M. J. Price.
211  This information came through the personal communication of D. Kliškić with N.Cambi, who said that the 
hoard was found during the building of what is today the City Stadium of HNK Hajduk for the 8th Mediterranean 
Games in 1979.
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240. Starigrad/Pharos, island of Hvar, 1901.212
tpq 4/3 BC; AE (12), small module (12).
Greek: (Insulae Maris Aegei) Paros (1).
            (Insulae Illyriae) Pharos (11). 
Disposition: AMS (12)
Bonačić Mandinić 1987: 398 (nos. 147-151); visonà 1994: 253-260. 
241. Ston, Dubrovnik, before 1980.
Coins (+3) found in the house wall.
Disposition: Collection of the Korčula Abbey (1), dispersed (?).
Unpublished.213
242. Suvaja, Plaški, before 1900.
37 Venetian gold coins (»Cekini«).
patsch 1900a: 48.
243. Sveta Trojica, Starigrad, Paklenica, between 1997 and 2008.
»33 pieces of Numidian, Carthaginian and Ptolemaic coins were found… These finds could 
represent another hoard of the Mazin type« (Betol – Farac 2012).
duBolnić Glavan – Glavaš 2012; Betol – Farac 2012.
244. Topusko, 1550.
»On 4th August 1550, two brothers, Mihalj and Marko Vinković, were brought to the court of 
Juraj Martinković, the bailiff of the Abbott of Topusko (Toplica), accused by the priest Ilijaš 
and Mikula Lucič Vodopija, attorneys of the Church, of having dug up and kept some coins«.
Mirnik – vince-Marinc 2002: 480-483. 
245. Topusko, 1937.
Hoard of Roman coins (a few kilos) found during the excavation of a well. Almost all the 
hoard is dispersed. 46 coins are kept in the City Museum, Petrinja. Approx. 2 kilos were kept 
in the local parish, but they were taken in 1943, by German soldiers.
Mirnik 1985b: 104, 106.
246. Treštanovci, Požega, 1880/1881.
»A possible coin hoard from 1880/1881, when Ivan Valentić, priest in Vetovo, gave a gift of 
12 Roman copper coins«. 
MarGetić – MarGetić 2008: 16.
247. Varađždinske Toplice, 1860 (15 July).
Found in two small pots during the extraction of stone from the »Gradišće« cave.
Roman; AR (500).
Disposition: AMZ (?), dispersed.214 
248. Varaždinske Toplice (Basilica), 2004
» ... there is an interesting find of several pieces (65) of Roman bronze coins and a bronze key, 
which are found together, next to the western retaining wall«.
neMeth-ehrlich – kušan špalj 2004: 85; 2006: 105.
212  Due to lack of information about the acquisition, P. Visonà did not analyse the coins as a hoard, but does not 
reject the possibility.
213  FND AMZ, s.v.; information given by I. Fisković.
214  AMZ Archive; FND AMZ, s.v; This hoard is named in the alphabetical index of sites of CHY (Mirnik 1981: 219).
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249. Veliki Zdenci (Orthodox cemetery), Grubišino Polje, Daruvar, ?
Coin hoard.215
250. Vinkovci, 2007.
Hungary: Bela III (1), Anjou Dynasty, Sigismund I.
Disposition: GM Vinkovci (1)216
251. Zadar, 1903.
Hungarian coins (+5). 
Unpublished .217
252. Zadar, ca. 1900.
tpq 1473; AR (+4), Grosso (4).
Venice: Andrea Dandolo (3).
              Nicolo Tron (1).
Disposition: formerly in AMZd.218 
updated BiBliography on Chy (for croatia)
5th – 3rd centuries Bc
4. Hvar (the island), 1837– visonà 1982: 148; crawFord 1985: 221.219 
7. Murter, before 1919 – crawFord 1985: 221.
10. Sinj, before 1939 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978a: 26 (no. 102).
12. Škudljivac, 1835 – visonà 1982: 680-690; Gorini 1982: 143; visonà 1988: 22-25; crawFord 1985: 
221; GaFFney et al. 1997: 162, 248, 257, 279;220 Göricke-lukić 1997: 99, 105 (no. 1); 2004: 
109-112, 122-140; visonà 2005: 451-454; Bonačić Mandinić – Göricke-lukić 2010; 180, 181; 
Göricke-lukić 2012; visonà 2012.
2nd century Bc
20a. Baška, 1936 – crawFord 1985: 222, 321; Mirnik 1989: 89-96; MiMica 2000: 60.221
24. Gračac, 1925/1926 – Mirnik 1979c: 31; 1985b: 104; crawFord 1985: 222, 321; Mirnik 1987: 49-
64; 1987a: 370, 373, 379-381; škeGro 1999: 20, 22; Mirnik 2009d: 446, 484; Batović 2011: 13, 29; 
Bertol – Farac 2012.
33. Narta, 1894 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 198, 199, 205, 206; Mirnik 1979c: 31; popović 1980: 171-
177; DUKat 1996, 83; Registar 1997: 227 (no. 866); Majnarić pandžić 2008: 319; Bilić 2012a: 
364, 368
215  FND AMZ, s.v.; information provided by Anđela Horvat. This hoard is named in the alphabetical index of sites 
of CHY (Mirnik 1981: 219).
216 FND AMZ, s.v.; near Bosut river.
217 FND AMZ, s.v.; Inventory book (old) of  AMZd no. 323.
218  FND AMZ, s.v.; Old inventary book of AMZd, no.150; possible hoard.
219  Visonà (1982), cited by Crawford (1985: footnote no. 7), argues that IGCH  417 ( = CHY, no. 4) is not a hoard. 
220  On pages 248 and 257 the hoard is listed as »Škudljevac«. 
221  Two pieces of aes grave from this hoard are kept in PPMHP. I would like to thank M. Ilkić for providing this 
information (personal comunication).  
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36. Ribnjačka, 1941 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 198, 199, 205, 206; 1978a: 25 (no. 95); Kos 1979: 106, 
118-119; Registar 1997: 232 (no. 895); Kos – Mirnik 1999: 298-306; Bilić 2012a: 364, 368.
41. Sarvaš,? – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 205, 206;222 Bilić  2012a: 360.
43. Široka Kula, 1846 – crawFord 1985: 222, 321; Mirnik 1987a: 370, 373, 379-381; 2009d: 484, 
488; Bertol – Farac 2012.
43a. Vrbanj, 1900 – price 1981: 13 (no. 31); Bonačić Mandinić 2004: 72-89; Bonačić  Mandinić – 
Göricke-lukić 2010: 177, 178.
44. Banjščina, ca.1850 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 205, 206; Mirnik 1998, 486; Bilić 2012a: 367.
1st century Bc
50. Cesarica, 1935 – Kos 1979: 110, 118-119; DUKat – Mirnik 1984: 7-25, Pl. 1-4; DUKat – Mirnik – 
neralić 1984: 42-48; DUKat – Mirnik 1985: 30-40, 45, Pl. 1-4; 2009d: 485.
53. Čitluk, 1861-1862 – siedl 1849:193; crawFord 1985: 325.223
54. Dalj, ca. 1910 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 198, 199, 205, 206; crawFord 1985: 325; popović 1987: 
154; Bilić 2012a: 360, 361; ujes-MorGan 2012: 376-378, 380 (no. 2).
58. Dračevica, 1901 – reGlinG 1904: 22; crawFord 1985: 325; Bonačić Mandinić 1997: 17; stančić 
et al. 2004: 122;224 Bonačić Mandinić 2006a: 10.
60. Đurđevac (Šemovec), 1887 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 198, 199, 205, 206; Bilić 2012a: 364. 
61. Gajine, 1899 – Bonačić Mandinić 2002: 563-564, 573-578; 2006a: 10.
62. Gornji Humac, 1872 – stančić et al. 2004,225 144; Bonačić Mandinić 2006: 9.
63. Kaštel Sućurac (Putalj), 1899 – reGlinG 1904: 23; Bonačić Mandinić 2002, 563, 566-573; 2006a: 10.
64. Kozarevac,? – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 205, 206; Registar 1997: 166 (no. 563); Bilić 2012: 364.
65. Križovljan, 1843 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 198, 199, 205, 207; Registar 1997: 115 (no. 431); Kos – 
Mirnik 2011: 77-130; Bilić 2012a: 362, 364.
66. Kruševo, 1897 – šeparović 1999: 123; 2005a: 63-72; 2009d: 485; Bilić 2012a: 370; 2012b.
68. Lički Ribnik, 1930 – Mirnik 1979c: 31; Kos 1979: 110, 118-119; Kos 1986: 30; Balen-letunić 
– DUKat – Mirnik 1991: 66, 67, 208-211; 1993: 66, 67, 208-211; 1993a: 66, 67, 208-211; 
šeparović 1999: 123; 2009d: 447, 453, 485; Batović 2011: 13, 15; Bilić 2012a: 370; 2012b.
70. Loborika, 1892 – FMRHr 2002: 117 (no. 77).
76. Mazin, 1896 – reGlinG 1904: 23.crawFord 1985: 222, 223; Mirnik 1985b: 104; DUKat – Mirnik
1987: 138; 1988: 56; 1989: 85 (no. 31); 1989a: 85; 1991: 64, 207; 1993: 64, 207; 1993a: 64, 207; 
šeparović 1999: 124; škeGro 1999: 20, 21; šeparović 2003a: 421; Bonačić Mandinić 2006: 195-
198; Brnić 2006: 118-120; Mirnik 2009d: 446, 454-477, 484; Batović 2011: 13, 17,18, 29, 30; 
Bertol – Farac 2012.
79. Obrovac, 1958/1959 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978a: 23 (no. 70.); Kos 1979: 110, 118-119; crawFord 
1985: 321; Mirnik 1987a: 370, 373, 379-381; 2009d: 484; Bertol – Farac 2012.
81. Osor, 1899 – DUKat – Mirnik 1979: 6; 1982: 141-151, Pl. I – X.226
84. Samobor (Okić), 1922 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 198, 199, 205, 206; Kos 1979: 106, 118-119; 
DUKat – Mirnik 1984a: 3; radovčić – škoBerne 1989: 131, 132, 140; Mirnik 1985b: 103; 1991: 
65, 207; 1993a: 65, 207; 1993b: 65, 207; Majnarić-pandžić 1993: 81-83; škoBerne 2002: 77,227 
78, 111 (no. 37);228 Bilić 2012a: 362.
85. Sisak (the Kupa), 1912 – crawFord 1985: 236-237; Kos 1986: 30; Bilić 2012 (cat. no. 5); 2012a: 
367, 370, 372; 2012b.
222  The authors put tpq in the 1st century, later corrected in CHY.
223  Named as Citluk.
224  The authors do not describe or interpret the hoard, but they give precise location and GPS coordinates of the hoard.
225  The authors do not describe or interpret the hoard, but they give precise location and GPS coordinates of the hoard.
226  Plates are not numbered.
227  Fig. 34.
228  Written by I. Mirnik.
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87. Solin, ca.1880 – crawFord 1985: 325; Bonačić Mandinić 2002: 563.
88a. Štikada, 1976 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978a: 23 (no. 119.); 1979b: 17; Mirnik 1978: 16; price 1978: 
16 (no. 50); 1979: 17(no. 57); visonà 1979: 158 (o.p. 4); DUKat – Mirnik 1979a: 17; Mirnik 
1982a: 149-174; crawFord 1985: 222, 321; Mirnik 1987a: 370, 373, 379-381; škeGro 1999: 20, 
23; Mirnik 2009d: 446, 484; Bertol – Farac 2012.
90. Vid, 1901 – Marović 1984, 300; 1988: 295; MetcalF 1988: 108.
91. Valpovo – Osijek, 1886 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 205, 207; crawFord 1985: 236-237; Kos 
1986: 30; dukat – Mirnik 1987: 144; 1988: 63; 1989: 88 (no. 39); Bilić 2009: 367 (no. 7.28); 
šašel kos 2009: 185,187; radMan-livaja – diZdar 2010: 54-55; Bilić 2012a: 370, 372; 2012b.
95. Vukovar, 1912 – Gohl 1924: 6; Mitrea 1945: 86, no. 15; popović 1977: 176, 178; DUKat – Mirnik 
1978: 198, 199, 205, 207; popović 1978: 20–21; Mirnik 1979c: 31; 1996: 527; popović 1987: 18, 
10-103, 110, 154; petrányi 1995–1996: 6, 10, 13; picard – GjonGecaj 2000: 159; ujes-MorGan 
2012: 376-378 (no. 5); Bilić 2012a: 367.
96. Vukovar, 1917 - crawFord 1985: 325; popović 1987: 154; ujes-MorGan 2012: 376-378, 380 (no. 
4); Bilić 2012a: 360, 361, 367, 372.
97. Vukovar, 1961 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 198, 199, 205, 207; 1978a: 29 (no.137); crawFord 1985:
 325; popović 1987: 154; Mirnik 1996: 527; Bilić 2012a: 360, 361, 367, 372; Ujes-MorGan 2012: 
376-378, 380 (no. 3).
99. Zasiok, 1903 – crawFord 1985: 225-226, 325; Bonačić Mandinić 1989: 6-7; 2006a: 10; Batović 
2011: 13.
100. Zvionigrad, ? – Mirnik 1987a: 370, 380, 382; 2009d: 484; Bertol – Farac 2012.
1st century 
104. Gardun, 1930 – Kos 1979: 110, 118-119; Mirnik 1979c: 31.
2nd century 
114. Bali(ji)na Glavica, 1873 – Mirnik 1979c: 32; Mirnik – DUKat 1994: 267-273; 2009d: 485.
118. Božjakovina, ca. 1870 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 205, 206; Mirnik 1979c: 32; Registar 1997: 46 (no. 6). 
120. Čitluk, 1937 –  DUKat – Mirnik 1978a: 18 (no. 21); Kos 1979: 111, 118-119; GaBrić 1984: 227.
122. Garešnica, 1932 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 206; Mirnik 1979c: 32; 1991b: 399-404, Pl. 87 – 89; 
Bilić 2012a: 381.
124. Ivanovo Selo, 1921 – Mirnik 1979c: 32; Bilić 2012a: 382 (no. 11).
126. Kočinje Brdo, 1946 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978a: 20, 21 (no. 49); Mirnik 1979c: 32; Kos 1979: 111, 
118-119.
127. Ladislav, ? – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 205; 1979c: 32; Bilić 2012a: 381 (no. 7). 
132. Novoselo, 1919 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 205, 206; Mirnik 1979c: 32; Bilić 2012a: 382 (no. 12).
133. Osatina, 1907 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 205, 206; Mirnik 1979c: 32; GăZdac 2010: 70; Bilić 
2012a: 381 (no. 8).
134. Osijek, 1921 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 205, 206; Mirnik 1979c: 32; Bar 1985: 57, 59, 63 (nos. 
53-56); Kos 1986: 25; Bilić 2012a: 372, 374, 382 (no. 16).
135. Osijek, 1882 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 205; pinterović 1978: 116; Bilić 2012a: 381, 382; rendić-
Miočević 2012.
136. Peruški, 1903 – FMRHr 2002: 171-173 (no. 86).
139. Prugovac, 1887 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 205, 206; Registar 1997: 190 (no. 690); Bilić  2012: 
382 (no. 14).
143. Sotin, 1909 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 205, 206; 1987: 205-207; Mirnik 1979c: 32; Bar 1985: 57, 
59, 63 (nos. 59-60); DUKat – Mirnik 1988: 147-149; 1989: 100, 101 (nos. 162-166); Bilić 2012a: 
374, 382 (no. 16).
144. Tolić, 1845 – Mirnik 1979c: 32; 2009d: 485.
146. Vaganac, 1896 – Mirnik 1979c: 32; 1990b: 735; 2009d: 446, 486.
147. Vis, ? – Mirnik 1979c: 32.
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3rd century
150. Bartolovec, 1937 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 205; nađ 2012: 400, 402 (no. 2).
154. Berak, before 1902 – nađ 2012: 401, 402 (no. 4).
155. Brđani, 1938 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978a: 17; nađ 2012: 401, 402 (no. 5).
159. Bušetina, 1873 – Demo 1982:229 277, 295, 300, 312, 320, 344, 359-361, 403-405, Pl. 1- 2; Mirnik 
1986c: 107 – 110; nađ 2012: 401, 402 (no. 6).
166. Dugopolje, 1941 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978a: 19 (no. 32.); Kos 1979: 112, 118, 119.
170. Garčin, 1896/7 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 205, 206; Mirnik 1979c: 32; Demo  1982: 265, 276, 292,
295, 298, 327, 377-381, 451-459, Pl.16-17; Mirnik 1983a:76; nađ 2012: 401, 402 (no. 11).
173. Gušče, 1941 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978a: 19 (no. 37); Demo 1982: 371;230 Bilić 2008: 290; nađ 
2012: 403 (no. 13).
175. Imbriovec, 1952 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978:  205, 206; 1978a: 19; Demo 1979: 157-
174, Pl. I-X; Demo 1982: 265, 271, 277, 282, 283, 284, 292, 300, 303, 308, 313, 316, 317, 324, 327, 
328, 329, 330, 333, 334, 336, 337, 338, 340, 341, 342, 379, 381 – 383, 460 – 469, Pl. 17 – 20; 
Burnet – casey 1981: 31 (no. 144.); Registar 1997: 161 (no. 541); nađ 2012: 403 (no. 14).
180. Komin, 1918 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 198, 201, 205, 206; Kos 1979: 113, 118-119; BlanD 1986-
1987: 88; Demo 1981b: 12; Registar 1997: 54 (no. 52); DUKat 1994: 73 (no. 5),231 81 (no. 38);232 
DUKat  –  Mirnik 2003: 225-238, 240-247; nađ 2012: 403, 411 (no. 15).
182. Kravarsko, 1899 – nađ 2012: 403 (no. 16).233
185. Kurilovec, 1944 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 205, 206; 1979a: 21 (no. 54); Kos 1979: 112, 118-119; 
Demo 1982: 261, 265- 269, 271-273, 276, 277, 279, 282-284, 292, 293, 295, 296, 298, 300, 302, 
306, 307, 310 – 312, 321, 323, 326, 344, 347, 350, 365, 367-370, 426-436; DUKat 1996a: 69; Bilić 
2008: 290; nađ 2012: 403 (no. 17).
189. Medak, 1895 – Mirnik 2009d: 446, 486.
191. Mokronog, 1879 – Demo 1981b: 12; nađ 2012: 404 (no. 19).
197. Obudovac, 1954 – Demo 1982: 265, 268, 282, 283, 284, 292, 298, 300, 303, 308, 313, 317, 327, 
328, 329, 330, 333, 336, 338, 340, 341, 342, 352, 374, 383-385, 386; nađ 2012: 404 (no. 21).
198. Orljavac, 1895 – Mirnik 1979: 83, 89, 91; nađ 2012: 404 (no. 22).
199. Osijek, 1897 – Göricke-lukić 1997: 100; Mirnik 2009: 519, 520;234 nađ 2012: 404 (no. 23).
200. Osijek, ? – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 205, 206; nađ 2012: 404 (no. 24).
201. Osijek,  ? – nađ 2012: 404 (no. 24).
202. Oštra Luka, 1901 – Demo 1982: 268, 269, 272, 276, 282 - 284, 293, 298, 299, 302, 306, 307, 350, 
353-357, 397, 398-402.
203. Otrovanec, 1972 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 198, 201; 1978a: 24 (no. 78); Demo 1982: 280, 261, 
262-298, 299, 305, 306, 308, 310, 311, 312, 320, 321, 322, 323, 326, 327, 344, 347, 350, 374, 379, 
409-420, Pl. 3-12; Mirnik 1986c: 107, 111; Registar 1997: 242 (no. 934); nađ 2012: 405 (no. 30).
205. Petrijanec, 1805 –  vikić – Gorenc 1969: 6; DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 205, 206; Registar 1997:123, 
124 (no. 376); Mirnik 2009a: 433-452; nađ 2012: 405 (no. 31).
206. Pitomača, 1966 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 198, 201, 205, 206; 1978a: 24 (no. 83); Kos 1979: 113, 
118-119: Demo 1981b: 12; Mirnik 1986c: 107, 111; Registar 1997: 242 (no. 935); nađ 2012: 405 (no. 33).
208. Podvornica, 1899 – reGlinG 1904: 23; DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 205, 206; Demo 1982:235 363-367, 
396, 421-425, Pl. 12-13; DUKat 1996a: 69; nađ 2012: 405 (no. 34).
211. Repušnica (Tucilača), 1941 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978a: 25 (no. 94); Demo 1981b: 11; 1982:236 261, 
262, 268, 271, 272, 276, 282, 284, 292, 298, 299, 300, 302, 305, 306, 307, 312, 320, 321, 322, 323, 
326, 328, 345, 347, 350, 351, 365, 371 – 373, 396, 440 - 445, Pl. 14-15; Registar 1997: 87 (no. 215); 
Bilić 2008: 289, 290; nađ 2012: 405, 406 (no. 37).
229  Author (Demo 1982) is merging this hoard with Virovitica Hoard (Mirnik 1981: 73 no. 246). 
230  Author  (Demo 1982) is merging this hoard with Repušnica hoard  (Mirnik 1981: 69 no. 211).
231  Inv. no. 28744.
232  Inv. no. ND AMZ, C 29021.
233  This hoard has been merged with the podvornica hoard by Demo (1982: 363).
234  FND AMZ, s.v. (Disposition MSO: 11, ex collection Nuber).
235  Author (Demo 1982) is merging this hoard with Kravarsko hoard (Mirnik 1981, 65 no.182).
236  Author is merging this hoard with Gušće hoard (Mirnik 1980: no. 173).
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212. Satnica, 1906 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 198, 201; Demo 1981b: 11; 1982: 271, 276, 277, 282-284,
292, 300, 303, 308, 313, 327-330, 333, 334, 336, 338-342, 347, 384, 385-387,396, 470-489, Pl. 
20-22; nađ 2012: 406, 411 (no. 38).
217. Sisak, 1940 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978a: 26 (no. 103); dukat 1994: 73 (no. 6);237 Bilić 2008: 291;
nađ 2012: 406 (no. 40).
218. Sisak, 1953 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 205, 206; 1978a: 26 (no. 104); Kos 1979: 114, 118-119; 
Burkowsky 1983; nađ 2012: 406, 411 (no. 41).
233. Sveti Petar Mrežnički, 1896 – Mirnik 1984a: 3; 1985b: 107, 112, 113; nađ 2012: 406 (no. 44).
238. Trošmarija, 1901 – Mirnik 1984a: 3; 1985b: 104, 114. 
243. Vinkovci, ? – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 205, 207.
245. Virje, 1878 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 205, 207; Demo 1981b: 12; nađ 2012: 406 (no. 44).
246. Virovitica, ? – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 205; Mirnik 1979b: 117; nađ 2012: 407 (no. 46).
248. Vođinci, 1938 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 205; 1978a: 29 (no. 134);  Demo 1981b: 12; nađ 2012: 
407 (no. 47).
250. Vratišinec, 1922 – toMičić 1999: 91; kovačić 2005: 4-5; nađ 2012: 407, 411 (no. 48).
253. Zadar, 1963 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978a: 30 (no. 138); Kos 1979: 111, 118-119.
4th century 
255. Aljmaš, 1903 – RIC VIII: 547; DUKat 1994: 131 (no. 194, 195);238 nađ 2012: 407, 411 (no. 50).
256. Bapska, 1952 – Bauer 1953: 116; DUKat – Mirnik 1978, 205, 206; 1978a: 15; Kos 1979: 114, 
118-119; nađ 2012: 407 (no. 51).
257. Batina, ca.1910 - nađ 2012: 407 (no. 52).
269. Daruvar, ca. 1905 – nađ 2012: 409 (no. 59).
274. Donja Kupčina, 1900 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 205, 206; Mirnik 1984a: 3; 1985b, 105, 110; 
DUKat 1994: 132 (no. 202);239 nađ 2012: 409, 411 (no. 61).
275. Donji Miholjac, 1975 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978a: 18 (no. 28); nađ 2012: 409 (no. 62).
279. Gaboš, 1886 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 205, 206; RIC VIII: 547; DUKat 1994: 132 (no. 199);240 
nađ 2012: 409, 411 (no. 63). 
280. Gajić, 1936 – Mirnik 1979c: 32.
282. Gornji Hruševec, 1899 – reGlinG 1904: 23; DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 205, 206; kneZović – pintarić 
2006: 159.
283. Graduša Posavska, 1905 - nađ 2012: 409 (no. 64).
284. Istra, 1910 - FMRHr 2002: 333 (no. 133/2)
289. Lupoglav, 1910 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 205, 206; RIC VIII: 105; DUKat 1996a: 69;  Registar 
1997: 55 (no. 57).
295. Mačja Greda, 1904 – Mirnik 2009d: 486.
297. Novi Mikanovci, 1952 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978, 205, 206; 1978a: 22 (no. 67); Kos 1979: 114,
 118-119; nađ 2012: 409 (no. 68).
300a. Sladojevci, before 1967 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978a: 26 (no. 107); Kos 1979: 114, 118-119; 
toMičić 1999: 181, 183.
301. Slavonska Požega241 (surroundings), before 1895 – Mirnik 1979: 86, 91; nađ 2012: 410 (no. 68).
302. Slavonski Brod, 1883 – Mirnik 1983a:  83-85; nađ 2012: 410 (no. 74).
306. Sunja, before 1905 – nađ 2012: 410 (no. 78).
307. Šand(o?)rovec, ? – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 205; Mirnik 1979c: 32;  nađ 2012: 410 (no. 79).
309. Treštanovci, 1938 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978a: 28 (no. 121); Mirnik 1979: 84-85, 89, 91; RIC 
VIII: 548; sokač-štiMac 1984: 134; MarGetić – MarGetić 2007a: 39-40; nađ 2012: 410 (no. 80); 
MarGetić 2012. 
237  Inv. no. 36934 - 36936.
238  Inv.no. ND AMZ: C 22051; C 20762.
239  Inv.no. ND AMZ: C 24204.
240  Inv.no. ND AMZ: C 20222.
241  Now Požega.
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313. Vinkovci, 1909 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 205, 207;242 RIC VIII: 105; DUKat 1994: 102 (no. 110, 
111);243 nađ 2012: 410 (no. 81).
317. Vranić, 1897 – reGlinG 1904: 23; DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 198, 201, 205, 207; Mirnik 1979: 85, 
86, 89, 91; RIC VIII: 105; DUKat 1994: 134 (no. 210);244 nađ 2012: 410, 411 (no. 82).
320. Zagreb, Donji Štefanovec, 1925 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 206, 205; RIC VIII: 548; DUKat 1996a: 
69; nađ 2012: 411 (no. 84).
321. Zagreb, Sveti Šimun (now Markuševec), 1893 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 205, 206;245 DUKat 
1996a: 69; nađ 2012: 411 (no. 85).
5th century
323. Dalmacija, 1933? – Mirnik 1979c: 32.
324. Donji Lapac, 1837 – Mirnik 1979c: 32; 2009d: 486.
326. Jugoslavija, ? – Mirnik 1979c: 32.
329. Mlakvanska Greda, ?  - DUKat 1994: 132 (no. 200).246
6th century
335. Čiovo (Slatine), 1911 – Bulić 1912: 80 (no. 1); Marović 1984: 300-302; 1986: 285- 299, Pl. 19-
23; 1994: 318; Morrisson 1998: 920, 921; Mirnik – šeMrov 1998, 134; Bonačić Mandinić 2001: 19, 20.
337. Dalmatia – Demo 1994: 27.
339. Kaprije, 1901 – Demo 1981: 457, 463; 1994: 219; 1996: 173, 176 (no. 17); MetcalF 1988: 107; 
Mirnik – šeMrov 1998: 134.
340. Kaštel Stari, before 1943 – Morrisson 1998: 920, 921; Bonačić Mandinić 1992: 187; Mirnik – 
šeMrov 1998: 131, 134, 141, 171-174.247 
343. Pučišća, Supetar – stančić et al. 2004: 144;248 Demo 1994: 27; Mirnik – šeMrov 1998: 134.
346. Sisak, 1864 – Demo 1981: 89; 1994: 225-228; MetcalF 1988: 107.
347. Solin, ? – Mirnik – šeMrov 1998: 134.
348. Solin/Salona – Porta Caesarea, 1907 – Marović 1986: 300,249 Demo 1994: 27; Mirnik – šeMrov
1998: 134.
349. Solin, ? – Bonačić Mandinić 1992: 187; Mirnik – šeMrov 1998: 134.
352. Vid/Narona, 1901 – Marović 1984: 300; 1988: 295-316;250 Bonačić Mandinić 1994-1996: 179; 
curta 1996: 70; Mirnik – šeMrov 1998: 133; Marović 1999a: 195-216; 2006: 235-249; piteša 
2009: 46, 47.
7th century 
353. Baška, 1881(1882)251 – Demo 1994: 221-223; Mirnik – šeMrov 1998: 134.
354. Nerežišća, 1919 – Mirnik 1982c: 58; Marović: 1984: 302; stančić et al. 2004: 122;252 
Mirnik – šeMrov: 1998, 134.
242  Mirnik 1981 corrected tpq from 3rd to 4th century.
243  Inv. no. ND AMZ: 22845, 23572.
244  Inv. no. ND AMZ: 19130.
245  Authors are referring to this hoard as Markuševečka Trnava.
246  Inv. no. ND AMZ: 25463; Author (DUKat 1994) is referring to this hoard as Gornji Kosinj-Mlakvanska Greda.
247  Nos. 401 – 445, Pl. 23 – 25.
248  The authors do not describe or interpret the hoard, but they give precise location and GPS coordinates of the hoard.
249  Marović 1986 gives year of discovery, and presentes two coins from the hoard of Salona mint (nos. 9-10, Pl. 
XXI 18-19).
250  Author  (Marović 1988) is presenting 6 more coins of Tiberius Constantinus, Anthemius (1), Zeno (1), M. 
Tiberius (2 sol. + 1 trem.) and probably  coins of Phocas and Heraclius. In that case  tpq is 7th century. 
251  Ž. Demo is correcting the date of the find.
252  The authors do not describe or interpret the hoard, but they give precise location and GPS coordinates of the 
hoard.
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356. Zrmanja,253 1931 – Mirnik 1990a: 163-171; 2001: 79, 83, 84; Mirnik – šeMrov 1998: 131, 141,
142, 198 (nos. 751 – 756, Pl. 42.); Mirnik 2009d: 486; soMoGyi 2010: 433-448.
11th century
364. Jabuka, 1912 – Mirnik 1981a: 31 (no. 2); jakšić 1982: 177; šeparović 2003: 134; Mirnik 2006: 371. 
366. Matak, ca. 1935 – Mirnik 1981a: 32 (no. 4); 1986a: 646; šeparović 2003: 133, 134; Mirnik 
2006: 371, 375.
368. Ogorje Gornje,2541895 – Mirnik 1981a: 32 (no. 5); jakšić 1982: 177; šeparović 2003: 133, 134; 
Mirnik 2006: 371.
12th century
378. Lepuri, 1878 – Mirnik 1979c: 32; 1987b: 89.
381. Novi Vinodolski, before 1911 – DUKat – Mirnik – neralić 1984: 42, 53; Mirnik 1991a: 43-47.
13th century
389. Batina, before 1935 – Mirnik 1982b: 15, 16 (no. 10); 1992: 188, 209-212, 233-234, Pl. l, B-2.
398. Dalmatia, 1943 – Mirnik 1979c: 32; 1981b: 97-114, Pl. 1-2; 1986a: 646.
400. Donji Miholjac, 1921 – Mirnik 1982b: 15, 17 (no. 47); 1992: 187.255
402. Gaćište, 1871 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 200, 201, 205, 206; Mirnik 1986c: 107, 110.
406. Croatia (or Slavonia) – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 200, 205; Mirnik 2008a: 137.
418. Orlovnjak, 1887 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 200, 201, 205, 206; Mirnik 2008a: 139, 140.
420. Ostrovo, 1898 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978, 200, 201, 205, 206; Mirnik 1988: 504, 506; toMičić 
1999: 215, 220; sMajlaGić 2005: 134-153.
422. Perušić (surroundings),  ca. 1907 – Mirnik 1988: 504, 506; 2009d: 487.256
423. Podravska Slatina, 1924 – Mirnik 2008a: 140.257
424. Poljančani, 1899 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 200, 201, 205, 206; Mirnik 1982b: 15, 17 (no. 34); 
1992: 198-200, 225-230, 244-247, Pl. 12, B-15, A; Registar 1997: 232 (no. 892).
430. Rude, 1910 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 200, 201, 205, 206; Mirnik 1982b: 15, 17 (no. 15); 1992: 
188-197, 225-230, 235-242, Pl. 3-10, A.
432. Slavonija ?, before 1927 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 205; Mirnik 1988: 506.
442. Šagudovec, 1972 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 200, 201, 205, 206; 1978a: 27 (no. 115); Mirnik 
1989a: 37; 1990: 4; Registar 1997: 82 (no. 193); Mirnik 2008a: 142.
445. Zagreb (Gračansko Dolje), 1896 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 200, 201, 205, 206, 207; DUKat 1996a:
70; Mirnik 2008a: 143.
446. Zagreb, ? – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 200, 201, 205, 207.258
447. Zagreb (ex Kukovića Street, now Andrija Hebrang Street), 1872 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978:  200, 
201, 205;259 Mirnik 1982b: 15, 16 (no. 2); 1986: 418, 419; 1992: 188, 209, 233, T1 A; DUKat 
1996a: 70.
14th century
450. Barban, 1801 – AMZ Archive.260
253  Mirnik 1990a and Mirnik – šeMrov 1998 are referring to this hoard as Podkom (near Zrmanja) hoard.
254  Now Ogorje.
255  The author mentions that source of information about this finding is not reliable.
256  Also registry number 131/1907, September, 3. (AMZ Archive)
257  Today Slatina,  Republic of Croatia; AMZ Archive fasc. 502/1934 under Čakovec; Possible disposition AMZ 
(6) (FND AMZ, s.v.)
258  DUKat – Mirnik 1978 are referring to this hoard as Zagreb I.
259  DUKat – Mirnik 1978 are referring to this hoard as Zagreb II.
260  In the FND AMZ I. Mirnik precisely ubicated the hoard to Brijeg Gradišta, Barban and corrected composition 
to a pot find of ca. 500 coins of Hungary (Charles I. Robert, Ludovic I.), Padova (Francesco I. and autonomous 
piccoli) and Venice (soldini of Andrea Dandolo). 
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455. Blacko, 1897 – Mirnik 1979: 86.
459. Bribir, 1913 – DelonGa 1987: 109; Mirnik 1987b: 87; DelonGa 1996: 81; Mirnik 2007: 160; 
2009c: 135. 
465. Čokadinci, 1958 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 200, 202, 205, 206; 1978a: 18 (no. 22); Göricke-lukić
1997: 100, 105 (no. 6).
474. Gornji Klasnić, 1871 – Mirnik 1984a: 3, 4; 1985b: 105, 106, 108; 1988: 507, 498; 1995; 2009d: 487.
476. Hampovica, 1912 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 200, 202, 205, 206; Registar 1997: 159 (no. 531).
477. Jezerane, 1902 – BrunšMid 1902: 242; Mirnik 1984a: 3, 4; 1985b: 105, 106, 108; 1988: 498, 570;
Mirnik 2009d: 488.
481. Klisa, ca. 1912 – nađ 2011: 179-206.
483. Končanica, 1903 – dukat – Mirnik 1978: 200, 202, 205, 206.
508. Nerežišće, 1927 – Mirnik 1979c: 33.
532. Slatine, 1897 – Mirnik 1979c: 33; 1982c: 58.
534. Sokolovac, 1909 – AMZ Archive.261
535. Split, ca.1800 – Mirnik 1982c: 58.
541. Štitar, 1936 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 200, 202, 205, 206.
542. Švica, 1975 – Mirnik 1976: 158, Pl. 53, no. 2; woodhead 1977, 178, no. 510; Mirnik 1979c: 33;
1981b: 115-133, Pl. 3-6; 1986a: 650, 651; 1988: 498, 507; 2009d: 446, 479-482, 487.
543. Trilj, 1962 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978a: 28 (no. 122); Mirnik 1979c: 33; 1982c: 58.
547. Vinkovci, 1919 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 200, 202, 205.  
553. Vukovar, ? – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 205, 207.                              
554. Vukovar, 1906 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 200, 202, 205, 207;262 Mirnik 1981: 23; 1984: 223-233; 
1988: 498, 507; 1994: 85-123.
555. Zgruti, 1943 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 200, 202, 205, 207;263 1978a: 30 (no. 139); Mirnik 1982b:
15, 17 (no. 35); 1991: 213, br.310; 1992: 200; 1993a: 213 (no. 310); 1993b: 213, (no. 310); Regis-
tar 1997: 189 (no. 685).
556. Zvečaj (Duga Resa), 1912 – Mirnik 1984a: 3; 1985b: 106, 115.
559. Žažvić, 1896 – Marun 1896: 119; krnčević 1998: 198; Mirnik 1982c: 58.
566. Donji Miholjac, 1968 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978a: 19.264
15th century
567. Drivenik, 1917 – Mirnik 1978a: 6, 10.
575. Krapinska Podgora, 1907 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978, 200, 202, 205, 206; Mirnik 1979c: 33; 1988:
501, 507; 1989a: 37; 1990: 3, 4; Registar 1997: 78 (no. 172); toMičić 1999: 75, 83.
577. Krišpolje/Križopolje, ? – Mirnik 1978a: 6, 10; 1979c: 33; 2009d: 487.265 
579. Kruškovača, 1910 – Mirnik 1978a: 6, 10; 1984a: 3, 4; 1985b: 105, 106, 109, 110; 1988: 501, 
508; 2000: 207-214, 217-227, 237-244, Pl. 1-8; Mirnik 2009d: 487, 488.
581. Kusonje, 1903 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 200, 202, 205, 206.
582. Lipova Glavica, 1898 – Mirnik 1978a: 6, 10; 1988: 501, 508; 2009d: 487, 488.
583. Mali Kut, ca. 1870 – Mirnik 1978a: 6, 10; 2009d: 488.
584. Mali Poganac, 1885 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 205, 206; Registar 1997: 182 (no. 648).
587. Ordanja, 1962 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978a: 23 (no. 76.).
589. Pecka, 1887 – Mirnik 1978a: 6, 10; 1984a: 3, 4; 1985b: 105, 106, 112; 1988: 501, 508; 2009d: 488.
590. Pridraga, 1958-1961 (1960) – DUKat – Mirnik 1978a: 25 (no. 87); Mirnik 1982c: 58; Belošević 
1997: 88-100; Belošević 1997a: 487-502.
594. Rudopolje, 1860 – Mirnik 1978a: 5-10; 1988: 501, 508; 2009d: 446, 488.
596. Senj, 1934 – DUKat – Mirnik – neralić 1984: 42, 53; Mirnik 1978a: 6, 10.
261  Registry number 19/1910 – Karl Böhm, Bijela Crkva.
262  DUKat – Mirnik 1978 are referring to this hoard as Vukovar I. 
263  Mirnik 1981 corrected tpq from 13th to 14th century.
264  No. 29; Possibly identical with Donji Miholjac – CHY, no. 619.
265  Author (Mirnik 2009d) is corecting the name of the Hoard From Krišpolje to Križopolje.
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598. Slavonska Požega ? 266(surroundings ?), before 1875 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 200, 202, 205, 206; 
Mirnik 1979: 86, 87.267
599. Široka Kula, 1888 – Mirnik 1978a: 6, 10, 11; 1979c: 33; 1988: 501, 508; 2009d: 488.
601. Virovitica, 1899 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 200, 201, 202, 207;268 Mirnik 1979b: 117; 1986c: 107, 
111, 112.
603. Županja, 1910 – Mirnik – ždralović 2007: 369-390.
16th century
609. Bukova, 1944 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 200, 203, 205, 206; 1978a: 17 (no. 15); Mirnik 1979c: 33; 
1986c: 107, 108; 1991c: 114; 1992a: 49; Bilić 2010.
613. Crnac, 1893 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978, 203, 204, 205, 206; Mirnik – ždralović 2006: 219.
615. Daruvarski Brestovac, 1893? – Mirnik 1994a: 44, 45;269 Mirnik – ždralović 2006: 219.
617. Dobrinj, before 1902 – BrunšMid 1902: 244.
619. Donji Miholjac, 1969 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978a: 19.270
620. Donji Miholjac (surroundings), 1899 – Mirnik – ždralović 2006: 219.
621. Filipovac, 1888 – Mirnik – ždralović 2006: 219.
622. Gaj, before 1901 – Mirnik 1991c: 114; 1992a: 49.
623. Glina (surroundings), 1899 – Mirnik 1979c: 32; 1984a: 3, 4; 1985b: 105-108; 1988: 502, 508; 
Mirnik – ždralović 2006: 219.
627. Gundinci, 1891 – stroehlin 1895:120; Mirnik 1983a: 79 + Pl.; Mirnik – ždralović 2006: 219.
629. Hrvatska/Croatia (Northern), ca. 1890 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 205, 206.
632. Klokoč (Grad), 1932 – Mirnik 1984a: 3, 4; 1985b: 105, 106, 109.
633. Kneginec, 1896 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 200, 203, 204, 205, 206; Mirnik 1979c: 33.
635. Lepavina, 1885 – Mirnik 1979c: 32; Mirnik – ždralović 2006: 219.
638. Miholjsko, 1891 – Mirnik 1984a: 4; 1985b: 105, 106, 111; 1988: 502, 509.
640. Mitrovac, 1899 – Mirnik 1979: 87, 90, 91.
641. Neteča, ? – Mirnik 1986c: 107, 110. 
644. Novi Jankovci, 1879 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 200, 203, 206.
645. Opatinec, 1973 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 200, 203, 204, 205, 206; 1978a: 23 (no. 75);  Mirnik 
1988: 502, 509; Mirnik – ždralović 2006: 219. 646. Osijek, 1934 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 200, 
203, 205, 206; Mirnik 1991: 71, 214; 1993a: 71, 214, 216; 1993b: 71, 214, 216; Mirnik – ždralović 
2006: 219.
647. Zagreb (Archbishop’s park) – DUKat 1996a: 70.
655. Sirač, ca.1909 – Mirnik 1994a: 45;271 Mirnik – ždralović 2006: 219.
658. Svinjarevci, 1880 (1881)272 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 200, 203, 205; Mirnik 1988: 502, 509; 
Mirnik – ždralović 2006: 217-256.
659. Šarengrad, 1952 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 200, 203, 205, 206; 1978a: 27 (no. 116).
661. Špišić – Bukovica, 1899 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 200, 203, 205, 206; 1986c: 107, 111.
666. Veliki Zdenci, Grubišno Polje, Daruvar, 1932 – Mirnik 1979c: 32; 1994a: 43, 44, 47; Mirnik – 
ždralović 2006: 219.
266  Now Požega.
267  I. Mirnik is causious about Metcalfs reconstruction of this hoard. This type of coins, in comparison with 
other. hoards, stray finds and coins from archaeological excavation, is not common for the area, although he is not 
excluding possibility.
268  Authors (DUKat – Mirnik 1978) have put tpq in the 14th  century, later corrected by Mirnik 1981.
269  Author (Mirnik 1994a) corrected the date of find to 1900.
270  No. 30; »possibly identical with Donji Miholjac« (dukat – Mirnik 1978a: 19 = CHY, no. 566).
271  Author (Mirnik 1994a) is adding one more gold coin of Wladislaw II (disposition: GM Požega) to this hoard, 
although he is not dissmising possibility that that coin is part of some other unidentified hoard.
272  Mirnik – ždralović 2006 are correcting tpq to 1881.
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667. Veljun, Ogulin, before 1919 – Mirnik 1984a: 3, 4; 1985b: 105, 106, 114; 1988: 502, 509; Mirnik 
– ždralović 2006: 219.
670. Vinkovci,273 1885 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 200, 203, 205, 206; Mirnik 1979c: 33; 1991c: 114; 
1992a: 49.
671. Voćin, 1951 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978a: 29 (no. 133).
673. Vrijeska, 1901 – AMZ Archive.274
17th century
681. Davor, 1897 – Mirnik 1979b: 107, 115.
695. Komletinci, 1946 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 203, 204, 205, 206; 1978a: 21 (no. 50); Mirnik 1979b: 
107, 115.
696. Korduševci, 1926 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 203, 204, 205, 206; Mirnik 1979b: 108; 1983a: 80, 81
+ Pl.; 1989b: 135-145.
697. Kotlina, 1954 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978a: 21; Mirnik 1979b: 108; 1979c: 34; 1988: 502, 509; 
Göricke-lukić 1997: 101, 105 (no. 8).
701. Lacići – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 203, 204, 205, 206; 1978a: 21 (no. 55); 1979b: Mirnik 1979b: 
108, 115.
707. Našice, ? – Mirnik 1979b: 108, 115.
710. Orahovica, 1899 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 203, 204, 205, 206; Mirnik 1979b: 108, 115; 1988: 
502, 509.
711. Oriovac, (surroundings), 1899 – Mirnik 1979b: 109, 115; 1983a: 81 + Pl. 
712. Oriovac (Garište), ca. 1940 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 203, 204, 205, 206; 1978a: 23, 24 (no. 77); 
Mirnik 1979b: 109, 115; 1983a: 81, 82 +Pl.
714. Petrijevci, ? – Mirnik 1979b: 109, 115.
718. Slavonska Požega275 (Jagodnjak) – Mirnik 1977: 20-24; 1979: 88, 90,91; 1979b: 109, 110, 115; 
1979c: 32.
719. Srdinac, 1908 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 203, 204, 205, 206; Mirnik 1979c: 32; 1988: 502, 510. 
726. Suhopolje (Terezovac), 1916 – Mirnik 1979b: 110, 117, 115; 1986c: 107, 111.
729. Valpovo, 1897 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 203, 204, 205, 206, 207; Mirnik 1979b: 110, 115; 1979c:
32; 1988: 502, 510.
735. Virovitica, 1974 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978, 203, 204, 205; 1978a: 29; Mirnik 1979a: 16-45, Pl. 6-
10; 1979b: 111-113, 115, 116, 117; 1979c: 33; 1986c: 107, 109; 1988: 502, 510.
737. Zagreb (Laščina), 1858 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 203, 204, 205, 207; DUKat 1996a: 70.
738. Zlarin, ca.1970 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978a: 30 (no. 140).
18th century
743. Buje, 1894 – Mirnik 1979c: 34.
745. Dabar, Otočac, 1891 – Mirnik 1988: 502, 510; 1994a: 45; 2009b: 489.
747. Donja Bistra, Zaprešić, 1886 – Mirnik 1979c: 34; 1989: 37.
749. Gornja Bebrina, 1878 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 205, 206; Mirnik 1979c: 34; 1983a: 78, + Pl.
752. Ivanec, 1887 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978, 205, 206; Mirnik 1979c: 34; 1989a: 37.
757. Lipovljani, Kutina, 1888 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 205, 206.
772. Tounj, Ogulin, 1900 – Mirnik 1986: 113, 114.
 
19th century
777. Čakovec, 1934 – DUKat – Mirnik 1978: 203, 204, 205, 206; Mirnik 1980: 53-59.
782. Petrinja, 1913 – Mirnik 1979c: 34.276
784. Senj (Sveti Ilija), 1898 – Mirnik 1979c: 34; DUKat – Mirnik – neralić 1984: 42, 55, 56.
273  Former Vinkovačko Novo Selo/Neudorf.
274  Registry no. 95/1901, 7.V.
275  Modern day Požega.
276  Also registry number 92//1913, September, 3. (AMZ Archive).
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aBBreviations
A Survey of numismatic research – International Association of numismatists. (London)
Acta CIAC – Acta Congressus Internationalis Archaeologiae Christianae. (Split – Poreč)
AMI – Arheološki muzej Istre/ Archaeological museum of Istria. (Pula)
AMS – Arheološki muzej Split/Archaeological museum in Split.
AMZ – Arheološki muzej u Zagrebu/Archaeological museum in Zagreb.
AN – Acta Numismatica.
AnnoNum – Annotazioni Numismatiche. (Milano)
BZ – Brački zbornik. (Supetar)
chy – Mirnik, I.. 1981 – Coin Hoards in Yugoslavia. BAR 95. Oxford, 1981.
CKD, Analecta - godišnjak ureda za kulturna dobra Zagrebačke nadbiskupije. (Zagreb)
coll. – collection.
DPUH – Društva povjesničara umjetnosti Hrvatske. (Zagreb)
FMRHr – Miškec, A. 2002 - Die Fundmünzen der römischen Zeit in Kroatien, XVIII, Istrien. Mainz, 2002.
FND AMZ – Files of the Numismatic department of the Archeological museum in Zagreb.
GM – Gradski muzej/ City museum
HAZU – Hrvatska akademija znanosti i umjetnosti/Croatian Academy of Sciences and Arts.
HND – Hrvatsko numizmatičko društvo/ Croatian Numismatic Society. (Zagreb)
HRZ – Hrvatski restauratorski zavod. (Zagreb).
IGCH – Kraay, C. M. – Thompson, M. – Mørkholm, O. 1973 – An Inventory of Greek Coin Hoards. New York, 1973
Inc. – Incerta/Inconclusive.
JAZU – Jugoslavenska akademija znanosti i umjetnosti/ Yugoslav Academy of Arts and Sciences.
KB – Kulturna Baština. (Split)
MBP – Muzej Brodskog Posavlja. (Slavonski Brod)
MDC – Muzejski dokumentacijski centar.
MĐ - Muzej Đakovštine.
MGK – Muzej grada Koprivnice.
MGZ – Muzej grada Zagreba.
MHAS – Muzej hrvatskih arheoloških spomenika. (Split)
MHZ – Muzej Hrvatskog zagorja. (Krapina)
MM – Muzej Međimurja, Čakovec.
OAFFZg – Odsjek za arheologiju Filozofskog Fakulteta u Zagrebu.
ÖAW – Österreichische Akademie der Wissenschaften. (Wien)
pic. – picture.
Pl. – plates.
PPMHP – Pomorski i povijesni muzej Hrvatskog primorja Rijeka
Registar – 19901 M. šiMek (ed.), Registar arheoloških nalaza i nalazišta 
 sjeverozapadne Hrvatske. Varaždin, 1990. – 19902 (revised edition) M. šiMek (ed.), 
 Registar arheoloških nalaza i nalazišta sjeverozapadne Hrvatske. Bjelovar, 1997.
RNS – Royal Numismatic Society. (London)
RRC – crawFord, M. 1983 – Roman Republican Coinage, I-II. Cambridge 1983. 
SIASP – Società istriana di archeologia e storia patria. (Poreč/Trieste)
SN – Slovenská numizmatika. (Nitra)
SNG Hunt. 12 - Goddard, J. 2004 – Silloge Nummorum Graecorum, Vol 12, The Hunterian Museum University of 
 Glasgow, Part I, Roman Provincial Coins, Spain – Kingdoms of Asia Minor. Oxford, 2004. 
SZ – Senjski Zbornik. (Senj)
ZMB – Zavičajni muzej Buzet.
ZMN – Zavičajni muzej Našice. 
ZPFSRi – Zbornik Pravnog fakulteta Sveučilišta u Rijeci. (Rijeka).




 – 1976-1978. Trogrla pećina (rezultati arheološkog istraživanja 1974. godine), 
 JZ, 10/1976-1978: 163-172.
 – 1978. Trogrla pećina (rezultati arheološkog istraživanja 1974. godine). GR, 
 8/1978: 163-172.
Balen-letunić, D. – DUKat, Z. – Mirnik, I. 
 – 1991. Numismatica. In: A. rendić-Miočević (ed.), Tesori nazionali della 
 Croazia, Capolavori dei musei di Zagabria Arheoloski muzej. Arezzo, 1991: 03 – 207 (208   
 –211).
 – 1993. Numismatica. In: A. rendić-Miočević (ed.), Arte e cultura in Croazia, 
 Collezioni del museo Archeologico di Zagabria. Torino, 1993: 208 – 211.
 – 1993a. Numizmatička zbirka. In: A. rendić-Miočević (ed.), Arheološki muzej u 
 Zagrebu, Izbor iz fundusa. Zagreb, 1993: 211 (203-216).
Ban, H. – Mirnik, I. 2010 – Der Friesacherfund von Čakovec. Glaux 18/2010.
Bar, M. 1985 - Les monnaies grecques de Césarée de Cappadoce (Ier  - IIIe s. ap. J.-C. ) 
 trouvées en Europe. Cercle d’études numismatiques, Bulletin, 22 (3)/1985: 53-63.
Batović, Š. 
 – 1968. Nin – željeznodobno i antičko naselje. AP, 10/1968: 36-42.
 – 2011. Predrimski novac iz južne Italije na istočnom Jadranu. Diadora 25/2011: 7-45
Bauer, A. 1953 – Neki skupni nalazi novca. Numizmatika, 5/1953: 116
Bekić, L. 
 – 2008. Rimski novac iz pećine Laganiši. In: D. koMšo, Pećina Laganiši, Mjesto 
 života i smrti (exhibition catalogue). Pula, 2008: 21- 28.
  – 2010. Vrećica sa srebrnim novem iz groblja na trgu Pul Vele crikve u Rijeci. AN, 
 Proceedings of the 6th internatoinal numismatic congress in Croatia, University of Zadar, 
 Zadar, Croatia, September 26-29, 2010: 15-27.
Belošević, J. 
 – 1997. Predhodno priopćenje o sadržaju skopnog nalaza srednjovjekovnog novca i  
              nakita 14. do 15. st. u Pridrazi kod Novigrada. NumVij, 50/1997: 88-100.
 – 1997a. Izvješće o sadržaju skupnog nalaza srednjovjekovnog novca i nakita
 14. do 15. st. u Pridrazi kod Novigrada. Diadora, 18 – 19/1997: 487-502.
Bertol, a – Farac, k. 2012 – Aes rude and aes formatum – a new typology based on the revised 
 Mazin hoard. VAMZ, 45/2012: 93-113.
Bilić, T.  
 – 2008. Skupni nalazi novca iz Hrvatske. XVI. Skupni nalaz antoninijana iz Gornjeg  
             Taborišta. VAMZ, 41/2008: 289-309.
 – 2009. Der Valpovo-Münzhort. In: 2000 Jahre Varusschlacht – Imperium (exhibition 
 catalogue). Stuttgart 2009: 367.
 – 2010. Bukova – Ostava srebrnog novca iz 15. i 16. st., MAZ CatMon 8. Zagreb, 2010. 
 – 2012. Cat no. 5 (Skupni nalaz »ostava« antičkog novca iz Kupe), Cat no. 19 
 (Skupni nalaz patvorina rimskog carskog novca).  In: i. radMan-livaja – v. vukelić (eds.),   
 Thesaurus Colapis fluminis - Blago rijeke Kupe (exhibition catalogue),  Accompanying CD -   
 ROM (catalogue). 2012, Zagreb.
 – 2012a. Coin circulation 3rd c. BC – AD 193. In: B. MiGotti (ed.), 
 Archaeology of Roman Southern Pannonia. BAR 2393. Oxford, 2012: 359-388.
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 40/1986: 118-119.
Bonačić Mandinić, M. 
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              Farskog novca iz splitskog polja). VAHD, 92/2000: 255-267.
 – 2001. Nekoliko primjeraka bizantskog novca iz Salone. NumVij, 54/2001: 17-20.
 – 2002. Ostave Rimskog republikanskog novca. In: E. Marin (ed.). Longae Salonae, 
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OSTAVE NOVCA U HRVATSKOJ – SUPLEMENT CHY
Ovaj članak predstavlja ažuriranje dijela knjige I. Mirnika Coin Hoards in Yugoslavia 
koji raspravlja o ostavama na teritoriju Republike Hrvatske. Članak je podijeljen u tri dijela. 
Prvi dio raspravlja o novootkrivenim ostavama; drugi dio raspravlja o potencijalnim ostavama 
ili o ostavama za koje postoje samo nepotpuni podaci; naposljetku, treći dio bavi se ostavama 
navedenim u CHY koje su spominjane i o kojima se raspravljalo nakon objavljivanja knjige.
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